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Simmons judge denies prosecutor's request
Stark wanted commonwealth attorney with more murder trial experience appointed
by Brad Jenkins
news editor
The presiding judge in the
Brent Simmons capital murder
re-trial denied the prosecutor's
request to be excused from the
case Wednesday.
Rockingham County Comm-

onwealth Attorney Douglas Stark
made the request because the
case needed more experienced
prosectors, he said. Stark requested that Chesterfield County
Commonwealth
Attorney
William Davenport and his chief
deputy, Warren Von Schuch, be
appointed in his place.
But Rockingham County

Circuit Court Judge Porter R.
Graves Jr., denied the request in a
court session Wednesday. Graves
said he had no legal reason to
replace Stark as lead prosecutor.
Simmons could face the death
penalty if convicted in the, Oct.
12, 1996 homicides of JMU students Ann Olson, 25, and Keith
O'Connell, 23. Simmons' first

trial ended Feb. 4 in a hung jury.
His new trial is scheduled to
begin May 7.
Stark wanted off the case
because he "has never tried a
capital murder case in which the
death penalty was sought,"
according to Stark's motion. The
victims' families support the
move, he stated in the motion.

Stark has tried three capital
murder cases, none of which has
ended in the death penalty. Von
Schuch has prosecuted more than
400 murder cases, with 10 ending
with a death penalty conviction.
Another reason Stark wanted
off the case was that he may
see REQUEST page 2

Drug thought to be Ecstacy found to be cold medicine
by Neal Crovo
police reporter
A drug thought to be Ecstacy allegedly
sold by four men, including two JMU students, was determined to be an over-thecounter cough suppressant.
Lab results showed that instead of
Ecstasy, also known as methylenedioxymethamphetamine, the pills were
actually a cough suppressant like
Robitussin, Joel Branscom, Commonwealth's attorney for Botetourt County,
said.
Botetourt County Sheriff B.R. Kelly said
the cough suppressant "had the same

properties of Ecstasy." He said that was
why the alleged customers continued to
buy from the four men. "It gave the same
result [as Ecstasy]," he said.
JMU chemistry professor Gary
Crowther said he was surprised with
Kelly's statements. "Robitussin may suppress a cold or flu ... it might make you
feel not yourself," but said Ecstasy and the
cough suppressant aren't in the same class
of pharmaceuticals.
William Cooper, a pharmacist at
Pharmhouse Pharmacy on South Main
Street, agreed with Crowther. "It's a cough
suppressant that's available over the
counter," he said.
Branscom said the suspects will now be

charged with distributing or conspiring to
distribute an "imitation controlled substance" at a grand jury hearing in June.
The suspects didn't know what was in
the pills they were selling, Branscom said.
According to the March 2 article in The
Breeze, JMU students Robert A. Erickson,
20, Seth D. Myers, 19, and non-students
Nathan D. Beasley, 19, David L. Browne
Jr., 31, Richard E. Gluth Jr., 21 and Kai
Anthony Safran, 23, were arrested and
charged in the alleged drug ring.
Erickson, Gluth, Beasley and Safran are
charged with distributing the imitation
Ecstasy. Myers was also charged with possession to distribute cocaine. Browne is
charged with cocaine distribution.

/

JMU police haven't found evidence of
Ecstasy or imitation Ecstasy distribution
on campus. When they served the warrant
to Myers Feb. 24, campus police found no
evidence of criminal activity whatsoever.
, "[Myers] gave consent to search his
room and nothing was found," said Alan
MacNutt, director of public safety.
The Botetourt County Sheriff's office
hasn't told him whether they have evidence the drug ring sold drugs on campus,
MacNutt said.
Even though the substance the four
were charged with allegedly selling was
found to be cold medicine, Branscom said
that he thinks the Ecstasy charges will
result "in a one to five [year] sentence."

JMU athletics puts on black-tie best,
inducts five Hall of Fame members
by Mike Gesario

assistant sports editor

ASHI-KYMC(;iNNISS/vw#/)/j«/.^/(i/)/ic/-

Junior safety Tony Booth (I) and senior field hockey goalkeeper Tara
Perilla (r) receive awards at the annual Greater Madison Inc. Sports
banquet Friday night at the Convocation Center.

JMU inducted five new members to its Sports Hall of Fame
and also honored its top athletes
and student-athletes of the year
at the annual Greater Madison
Inc. Sports Banquet.
Brad Babcock, Sydney Beasley,
Floretta Jackson, Linton Townes
and Bernard Slayton were
inducted into the hall of fame at
the ceremonial banquet.
"(Being inducted into the hall
of fame is] certainly the highest
honor an athlete or coach at
James Madison can achieve,"
JMU director of athletics Donald
Lemish said before inducting the
new members.
Babcock, now the executive
associate athletics director at
JMU, was head coach of JMU's
baseball team for 19 years. He
compiled a 558-251-4 record dur-

ing that time. He also led the
Dukes to the 1983 College World
Series.
"Where else could a person
like me be put into the hall of
fame for doing his job? I appreciate it," Babcock said.
Beasley is the only JMU basketball player to be invited to the
U.S. Olympic Trials. She is also
the only JMU women's basketball
player to play professionally.
Beasley was named the CAA
Player of the Decade from 19851995.
Jackson was a teammate of
Beasley's. She holds JMU's career
and single season assists records.
She scored 1,111 points in her
career at JMU. She was named to
the 1985-1995 All-Decade team.
"I'm very proud to be an athlete as well as a student from this
university," Jackson said.
A tailback from 1973-1976,
Slayton was originally voted into
the hall of fame in 1993.

However, he was overseas with
the military and wasn't able to
attend an induction ceremony.
Slayton is sixth all-time in rushing yards at JMU. He rushed for
2,161 yards and scored 21 touchdowns in his four seasons as a
Duke.
"I'm really honored and proud
to be inducted into such an elite
group," Slayton said. "I will definitely cherish this. I promise I
will always represent this school
with the honor and dignity it
deserves."
Townes was the captain and
MVP on the 1981-'82 men's basketball team that posted a 24-6
record, the most successful in
JMU history. Townes finished his
career with 1,380 points, 507
rebounds and 191 assists. He was
not able to attend the ceremonies
do to last-minute obligations. His
mother and sister accepted the
award on his behalf.
see FAME page 2
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Diversity Days'
by Matt Phillips
contributing writer
The Student Government
Association's multicultural committee's effort to celebrate campus diversity with a program
called Diversity Days was criticized by students and lecturers
because of poor attendance.
Forest Parker, director of multicultural student services at Mary
Washington College, was scheduled to speak on students' role in
diversity April 8, but decided to
hold impromptu conversations
instead because only 10 students
attended.
Zebulun Davenport, JMU's
director of multicultural student
services, called the poor turnout
at Wednesday's event "a sad
occasion for JMU."
PC Ballroom was set up April 9
to hold 500 people to see Nicolas
Cannon, a nationally known lecturer on diversity issues from San
Francisco. Cannon delivered his
speech on racism, stereotyping

iii

and prejudice to an audience of
20 students.
In his speech, Cannon
addressed the poor attendance.
"Those who really need to be
here wouldn't have come anyway," he said. "[JMU students]
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Whites are just as diverse, but there is
a misconceived notion that issues of people of color are solely a concern of people of
color.
Tamba-Kuii Bailey
graduate student
don't seem willing to spend their
free time to make the world a better place."
Diversity Days marks the first
time SGA involved itself in an
event aimed at heightening cultural awareness, SGA multicultural committee chairman and
SGA President-elect Tim Emry
said.

graduate student, reacted to the
poor attendance of white students. "When we talk about
diversity, people don't think we
mean whites," he said. "Whites
are just as diverse, but there is a
misconceived notion that issues
of people of color are solely a
concern of people of color."
Stressing the importance that

diversity and unity have upon
the economic and social makeup
of America, Bailey added,
"[White students] have a vested
interest in how well I [ black students] succeed, and vice versa."
But Bailey doesn't blame white
students alone for Diversity
Days' poor attendance.
"The whole school is to blame,"
he said.
Bailey said that he thinks SGA's
involvement in planning
Diversity Days led to the poor
turn out.
Minority students have an
unfavorable opinion of the SGA,
and their work is met with cynicism, Bailey said.
"The SGA carries a stignw
with students of color as a system
that functions solely for the white
students on campus," he said.
Bailey said he thinks JMU
needs to hold events like
Diversity Days.
"[Students] can't afford to sectionalize," he said. "We have to
see DIVERSITY page 2
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Graves' decision means Stark
will continue to prosecute the
Simmons trial.
"My first priority is to get a
conviction," Stark said.
Davenport wouldn't comment
on the judge's decision, but did
say as a Commonwealth attorney, "You want to do what you
can to help out. Commonwealth
attorneys are public servants and
have that dimension of interest in
serving justice."
Stark declined to comment
further. Simmons' defense attorney John Holloran also declined
to comment.

An individual may have one copy
of Tlie Breeze for free.
All subsequent copies cost 25
cents apiece.
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Emry said he hoped attaching
SGA's name to a multicultural
event "would attract a more
mainstream audience."
Four white students attended
Cannon's speech.
Tamba-Kuii Bailey, a black

//

continued from page 1

become a witness in the new trial.
During the first trial, evidence
surfaced that Stark had notes of
an interview with prosecution
witness Dennis Weyrauch, who
was O'Connell's roommate.
Stark contended at the time he
didn't remember interviewing
Weyrauch. Because of this, he
could be called as a witness.
Graves didn't rule out Stark's
use of a special assistant prosector, but Davenport and Von
Schuch are unavailable during
the scheduled trial dates. Graves
refused to move the beginning of
the retrial from May 7.

turnout criticized

12
15
20
23
37
39

CORRECTIONS
In the Police Log in
Thursday's Breeze, the entry
under "Unauthorized Use of
an Employee Hang Tag"
should have said the employee did not give the student
permission to use the tag.
The Breeze regrets the
error.
FILE PHOTO
Rockingham County Circuit Court Judge Porter Graves denied
Commonwealth Attorney Douglas Stark's request to be replaced.

JMU also honored its top student-athletes for 1997-'98 at the
banquet. JMU President Ronald
Carrier presented awards to the
male and female student-athletes
of the year.
"It represents, out of the 600
and some athletes that we have
participating in our programs at
JMU, young men and women
who have not only excelled on
the field, but have all illustrated
the same kind of discipline and
commitment to excellence in academic programs," Carrier said.
Senior Geoff Honeysett, a forward on the JMU men's soccer
squad, took home the male scholar-athlete of the year award.
Honeysett, the second all-time
leading scorer in JMU history, is
a biology and pre-physical therapy double major. He has a 3.4
grade-point average.
Tara Perilla, JMU's field hockey team's senior goalkeeper,
accepted the female scholar-athlete award. Perilla is a dietetics
and pre-physical therapy double
major with a cumulative GPA of
3.86. Last season, Perilla was 19th
in the nation with a 1.671 goals
against average.
The other finalists for the
female scholar-athlete award
were seniors Catherine Girouard
of the JMU swim team, track and
field member Karrie Shelton and
gymnast Elizabeth Sullivan.
Seniors David Mandulak of the
JMU golf team, football's Carter
Robertson and track and field's
Andy Ryba were the other finalists for the men's award.
Tony Booth, a junior safety on
JMU's football team, was honored with the male athlete of the
year award. Booth was a first-

team Associated Press All-American in 1997. He led the Dukes in
tackles and was second in
Division I-AA in interceptions
last season.
"There are two principles in
life that my parents constantly
talked to me about, and they
became evident in 1997. And
that's that hard work pays off,
and prayers are answered with
blessings," Booth said.
Senior Aimee Vaughan, captain on both the lacrosse and soccer squads at JMU, was named
the top female athlete of the year.
Vaughan has played on CAA
championship teams in both
sports.
"Aimee Vaughan is an impact
player in two sports at a major
university," Babcock said. "That's
hard to do."
Vaughan said, "I wish everyone could have the opportunity
I've had. It's something that can't
be repeated or replaced away. 1
wish everyone could be so
lucky."
The finalists for the female athlete of the year honor were senior
Dianne Cegielski of JMU's field
hockey team, sophomore volleyball player Lindsay Collingwood
and junior track and field and
cross country runner Bethany
Eigel. On the men's side, the
finalists were senior gymnast
Greg Bosch, soccer standout Jake
Edwards and track and field's
Ryan Foster.
JMU will continue to recognize
and award its athletes Tuesday at
the fourth annual GTE athletic
academic awards banquet. The
banquet honors athletes with a
3.0 or better GPA during the 1997
spring and fall semesters.
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• POLICE LOG
assistant news editor

by Alison Manser

Campus police report the following:

staff writer

Possession of Alcohol
Underage
• Kevin C. Haggerty, 20, of
Broomall, Pa., was charged with
underage possesion of alcohol after
JMU police officers allegedly
observed him throwing beer cans into
the bushes at Chappelear Hall at
3:20 am April 16.

The committee to select JMU's
next president sponsored a
forum to hear from students, faculty, staff and Harrisonburg residents Friday and Saturday in
Zane Showker Hall.
The committee consists of six
members of the JMU Board of
Visitors. Board Member Alexander Berry is the chair of the
committee. He began the session
by introducing himself and the
other members of the committee:
Hugh Lance, president of the
JMU Alumni Association and
vice mayor of Harrisonburg;
Faculty Senate Speaker Arch
Harris, Student Board member
Kristy Weeks, Honor Council
president Kevin Chamberlin and
Carl Weaver, last year's Faculty
Senate Speaker.
About 20 people attended the
meeting. Nine speakers signed
up and Berry asked participants

Possession of Alcohol at
Public Event
• A JMU student was judicially
charged with possession of alcohol at
a public event at Greek Sing in
Godwin HaH at 6:20 p.m. April 16.
The officer reportedly observed
the subject attempting to sneak a
bottle of London Dry Gin into the
event.
• A JMU student was judicially
charged with possession of alcohol at
a public event at Greek Sing at
Godwin Hall at 7:10 p.m. April 16.
The officer reportedly observed
the subject in possession of beer.
Violence to Persons
• Two JMU students were judicially
charged with violence to persons
when JMU police responded to a
fight that allegedly arose from a
continuing dispute in Ikenberry and
Hoffman Halls at 1:08 a.m. April 17.
Suspicious Activity
• A JMU police officer reportedly
observed an unidentified individual
pick up an unsecured Kawasaki
MX150 bicycle, serial #17B0990,
from a bike rack in Warren Hall at
8:18 a.m. April 14.
When the subject saw the officer,
he reportedly put the bicycle back on
the rack and walked into Warren Hall.
The officer placed the" bicycle in
secure custody at the campus police
department.
• A female in White Hall reported
that an unidentified individual opened
the shower curtain while she was
taking a shower at 10:15 a.mr April
15.
The subject reportedly fled when
the female screamed.
Destruction of Public
Property
• A JMU student was judicially
charged with destruction of public
property in Garber Hall at 11:30 p.m.
April 16.
The student allegedly kicked their
door open when it wouldn't open.
Destruction of Personal
Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
broke off an exterior mirror of a
student's vehicle in H-lot between
12:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. April 16.
The estimated value of the mirror
is$50. •
seePOLICE LOG 'page 9
*

Presidential search committee
sponsors public forum for input
not to make any nominations. He
said he wanted them to keep
their comments limited to attributes a new president should possess. All nominations can be sent
to him in writing, Berry said.
Professor of English Ralph
Cohen spoke first. He introduced
himself and listed his academic
credentials. Cohen said he wanted to give some weight to what
he was going to say and "illustrate the fact that a JMU faculty
member, even one with such a
long list of honors and achievements, is to the Board of Visitors
largely anonymous."
. Cohen then gave his thoughts
about Carrier's tenure. "I believe
him to be one of the few truly
great men that I have ever met,"
Cohen said. "He has made JMU
almost synonymous with Ron
Carrier, and because I love him
and to continue his legacy, I
want you to choose the next
president with care.
"We need a president
from outside," Cohen said. "We

have got too many administrators here that are home grown,
and by that I mean they have
gotten all their administrative
experience at JMU and that is
bad/'Cohen said.
Windsor Fields, professor of
economics, spoke next. "We need
someone to look at things with a
fresh eye, fresh perspectives,
new ideas. The only way to get
this is to look outside of JMU."
Kathy Shuler, chair of the
Employee Advisory Committee,
spoke next. The president
appoints the committee to serve
as an advisory group that represents JMU employees' interests.
Shuler said she wants the next
president be able to demonstrate
that classified staff members are
a valued and recognized contingency at the university.
Classified staff members are
non-faculty, and are over 900
classified employees at JMU,
Shuler said.
"There are many of us who
are completely committed to

making this the best university
that it can be," Shuler said. "We
ask for that recognition and the
opportunity to contribute our talents, not only through the jobs
that we perform every day, but
also in working with the faculty,
administration and students."
Cynthia Gilliatt, associate
professor of English, said loyalty
is one of the most important
qualities of leadership.
"I believe that the president of
a great university will command
the respect and loyalty of students and faculty and classified
employees, through demonstrating loyalty to them and the scholarly enterprise," Gilliatt said.
Gregory Speck, Harrisonburg
resident who lives near Greek
Row on Port Republic Road, said
he is looking for president who is
a leader that is respectful of the
communities needs.
Carrier's additions to campus
have included a "bizarre growth
see INPUTpage 9

Speaker to address
minority challenges
byTaraHafer
contributing writer
This year's Rocco Forum will
feature the president of the
Center for Equal Opportunity as
its guest speaker at GraftonStovall Theatre tonight at 7:00
p.m.
Linda Chavez will address
the challenges minorities face
when they advance in society.
"I think Chavez's topic is pertinent," said Carol Kefalas, vice
president for university relations. "[Harrisonburg] is growing, causing a great deal of variety. This variety opens great
opportunities but it also presents
new challenges such as language
and cultural barriers."
Invitations to the events were
sent to JMU students, faculty
and staff and Harrisonburg residents. According to the invitations, The New York Times called
Chavez "an influential voice on
civil rights policy."
Chavez has held numerous
political positions, including
White House Director of Public
Liaison and Director of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights.
She is also a columnist for
several newspapers and periodicals, including The Washington
Posf.and Reader' Digest. Chavez is
also the author of Out of the
Barrio: Toward a New Politics of
Hispanic Assimilation.
Chavez's achievements have
been noted by many people

interested in affirmative action,
said James Wadley, director of
Affirmative Action.
"Chavez has been a high
achiever, she's a person with
unique perspectives concerning
human rights," Wadley said.
The event is free and open to
the public. Oris Griffin, associate
professor of human resource
development said the program
has also been advertised by flyers
and invitations throughout
Harrisonburg. She also said she
will require her classes to attend
tonight's speech.
Griffin said with successful
advertising, multicultural events
have a large turnout at JMU.
"The Impact of Brown v.
Topeka Board of Education on
Public Education ^and Society
program [held on March 16] had
a large turnout," she said. "I'm
excited [about Chavez's speech]
and I feel this program will have
a good turnout as well, it has
been well advertised."
The Rocco Forum was originally established by Rocco
Enterprises, Inc., a local poultry
processing company, in 1985 to
provide an event which allows
for the exchange of ideas and
advancement in society for
minorities.
The annual event has attracted a variety of speakers from
across the country.
Both JMU and Rocco Enterprises Inc. are sponsoring the
event this year. They have cosponsored the event since 1991.

.INDSAY MANN/u

editor

Saluting ROTC
Lt. Col. Allan Stuhlmiller, military science department head,
receives the Duke Batallion's first "Outstanding ROTC Unit
Award." The award recognized the Duke Batallion as the best
unit among 92 universities in the 16-state First Region of the
U.S. Army Cadet Command. More details will appear In
Thursday's Breeze.
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is your dining dollar balance low?
dining dollars GOLD is the answer!
Satisfy those tat© night, afternoon snack or muftbhi© needs by adding money onto your dining accoun
Purchases are tax exempt plus you get a 5% discount! And better yet- dining dollars GOLD is a
voluntary addition to your plan, so it carries over from semester to semester, year to year? Easy
access with your JAC, a variety of great places to use it, plus a cost savings! There is no minimum
deposit required,, but you may want to consider this great deal...

how do
i sign up

Deposit money into
deposit $100 now - and get a FREE
■
#
dining dollar-, gold by
upgrade to the premier plan in the fall. contacting
Card Services
Make a single deposit of at least $100 into Dining Dollars GOLD account before Apr. 30, 1998.
JMU Dining Services w if! apply a FREE UPGRADE TO THE PREMIER PLAN or frflfl TOWARDS THE
COST OF THE 19-PLUS PLAN for the fall 1998 semester.

it 540 . 568 . 6446
>l>ping by their office
on the fifth lloor of
Warren Hall

moving off campus next year?
Make a single deposit of at least $l6i into your Dining Dollars GOLD account before Apr, 30, 1998.
JMU Dining Services will send you a voucher for 10% OFF ANY COMMUTFR PLAN VALUED AT $350 OR MORE!

..;

credits ^itS^ed prior tot«8 baling I. a student has elected 849-plus or premier RMWI plan during the spring housing and dWng sign up process. Confirmation of the credJt*»| be
forwarded to th* billing <K»dr*SS in mkJ-July. Students electing HWl-t-pius |«sn doling W*«pring sign up process will recaiVe fin award >M* WfJmay b e '^^ *J?I, ,3
Services In the fall when upgradmg Ihwr plan to a 19-plus or premiSr, The award* ara non-transferable. JMU Dining Servicat reserves Ihe right todeduct a'Portion of or all o the
promotional credit if** plan* downgraded back to a 14 plus plan during jh»*tf 1998 WfneWer. The promotion award is for the *«» 1999 *WM«*f only, and will not be applied to
spring 1999 meal-pfsn selections. JMW Dining Services reserves the righttor«0<«iy these guidelines without notice.
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SUMMER '9*

WHAT % COOL IDKA!

GOING TO BE AROUND
FOR MAY SESSION OR

JMU DINING SERVICES
IS ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
FOR FALL '98

TODAY!

<

Z>-

X

PC Dukes
Gibbons Hall
Market One
The Steakhouse
Pizza Peddlers
Door 4 Subs
Mrs. Green's
Catering
Concessions

GREAT
BENEFITS
TOO!

THE SUMMER?
PICK UP INFORMATION
ON SUMMER MEAL

variety of positions
high entry level wages
social activities
leadership and
promotional opportunities
unique bonuses
flexible schedules
a place far everyone!

iW®&

;'t*Siffl|

PLANS AND DINING
OPTIONS FROM MOST
DINING LOCATIONS
AND CARD SERVICES

IT'S GONNA
BE HOT!

The |Te£0Vaf
the food court at cisat

/ $,

SCHEDULED TO OPEN FALL '98 /^*
servers ~ cashiers - more!

/

C^l &$?4f&'*4>

apply at gibbons hall, ent. 2/3 ~ see laura elliotl for details
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Students organize concert to benefit
Tibetan freedom, raise JMU awareness
by Maury Sugarman
contributing writer
JMU Students for a Free Tibet
will attempt to educate students
about injustices in Tibet at a benefit concert it is sponsoring April
26 on the commons.
JMU Students for a Free Tibet
want to use the concert to educate students and Harrison-burg
residents about the Chinese government's illegal occupation of
Tibet and the results of its action,
said freshman Mark Sullivan,
president of JMU Students for a
Free Tibet.
The group hopes "to drum up
interest for the cause of Tibet and
[the club], which is only a month
old," he said. "Once people really
know what's happening in Tibet,
many will be happy to help out.

Tibet in Washington,
It's not a matter of not
is also scheduled
caring, but a matter of
Ckinese Occupation of Tibet DC,
to speak.
education on the issue."
Monolith, a rock
The JMU event is one
1700. <Ckh*»ml—Tlb«r
band, will open the
of 60 that will take place
event, What If...?, a
April 24 to 26. During
Christian rock band
that weekend, schools in
mixing mainstream
the United States, Great
rock, funk, country,
Britain and Canada will
jazz and blues, will folalso hold events aimed at
low. The Unity Project
freeing Tibet and the
and Carbon Leaf will
Panchen Lama.
also perform at the
The Panchen Lama,
concert.
the second-highest reliEach band is pergious figure in Tibetan
forming
for free
Buddhism, is also the
because they have an
world's youngest politiinterest in the cause,
cal prisoner. He is nineSullivan said.
years-old.
REBECCA DOVGHERTV/graphics editor "We definitely don't
The concert will run
guest speakers are scheduled to agree with the social pressures
from noon until 9:00 p.m.
being exerted by the Chinese
Five Virginia bands, an inter- appear.
nationally recognized Tibetan
Bhuchung Tsering, director of [government] against the Tibetan
singer, Karma Gyaltsen, and four the International Campaign for [people)... especially the oppres-

Multimedia extravanganza highlights
student talent, SMAD department
by Melanie Jennings
contributing writer
Two School of Media Arts and Design
classes showcased videos they had
producedWednesday during Multimedia
Day.
The event was the final exhibit at
Multimedia Career Day, which was a joint
effort between the SMAD department and
the College of Arts and Letters.
"The Evolution of Communication"
was a multimedia presentation focusing
on five areas of communication — nonverbal, symbols, speech, electronic and
digital.
The video demonstrated the work of
SMAD classes 433 and 434, the advanced
digital production classes for video and
sound, respective-

"So much time has been put into this
project. We are so proud of the students,"
he said.
When prospective students come to
JMU and visit the SMAD program, the
videos will be available.
John Fishell, media arts and design
instructor, said the videos will also benefit
the students who created it, since businesses come to'Multimedia Day to recruit.
Woody said, "We have been trying to
establish a SMAD/[Multimedia) industry
link. This [day] is just the beginning of
more things to come."
He said the link would help provide
students with important contacts in the
multimedia business. The multimedia
presentation was the first step in establishing that link, he said.
The video presentation and event

M
The
video
pre"Both
projects
are
good
?
5^*? ™?S
sentations followed
r J
o
by about 49 SMAD
students.
the development of examples that we are
Woody and Fishell
multimedia from
*
said
they were priprimal animal com- getting results from our

marily facilitators
mnniraHnn
if
munication tn
to Hicridigi °
for the project.
tal communication.
This program is
Students used
the
"end result of a
music, special efJohn Woody
lot
of hard work
fects and video
associate professor of media arts and design
from
a lot of faculty
footage, such as
members [and students]," Woody said.
clips from familiar movies like "For-rest
"Both projects are good examples that
Gump," and computer-generated images
we are getting results from our students."
to demonstrate the wide spectrum of comThe program was one of the first times
munication.
a lot of students were given complete freeIn addition to video presentations, live
dom over their projects without much
music and interpretive dancers were also
professor control, Woody said.
part of the presentation.
Fishell said the most rewarding part of
A video about the SMAD department
the multimedia program for him was
also premiered at Multimedia Day. The
watching the students work together to
video featured interviews with SMAD
create the presentation.
alumni, professors and current students. It
Senior SMAD major and videographalso featured segments about, different
er Lisa Roche, said, "Making the video
SMAD programs.
was a lot of work. The best part of it was
Both videos will be shown to prospecbeing able to work together [with other
tive students and parents to "show [peostudents] and having such a wonderful
ple) that SMAD is worth getting excited
project come together in the end. Any stuabout," John Woody, associate professor of
dent will you they are proud."
media arts and design, said.

students.

sion of religious rights," said
Josh Mullenix, band member of
What If...?
Several speakers will talk
about Chinese occupation of
Tibet. The event will conclude
with a candlelight vigil.
Daniel Perdue, assistant professor of philosophy and religion,
partially inspired the formation
of JMU Students for a Free Tibet,
and will give the evening's final
speech.
Sophomore Christina Chang,
co-founder of the organization,
said Perdue's Religion 101 class
is responsible for raising her
awareness of the Tibetan situation.
"(When I heard about the
occupation of Tibet), I thought, 'If
I didn't know, who else doesn't
know?' It's another case of ignorance making bliss," Chang said.

Pol Pot dies Wednesday;
Clinton condemns reign
Cambodian leader responsible for 2 million deaths
by AP/newsfinder
news service
SANTIAGO, Chile — President Clinton
called the death of Pol Pot a time to
remember his "murderous reign of terror"
in Cambodia and to pursue justice against
other Khmer Rouge leaders who share
guilt in the deaths of numerous
Cambodian people.
"We must not permit the death of the
most notorious of the Khmer Rouge leaders to deter us from the equally important
task of bringing these others to justice,"
Clinton said late Thursday in a written
statement.
"Between 1975 and 1979, Pol Pot and
his Khmer Rouge followers transformed
Cambodia into the killing fields, causing
the death of an estimated two million of
their countrymen in a brutal attempt to
transform Cambodian society," Clinton
said.
Pol Pot's death "has again brought to
international attention one of the most
tragic chapters of inhumanity in the 20th
century," Clinton said.
Senior Khmer Rouge leaders "are still at
large and share responsibility for the monstrous human rights abuses committed
during this period," Clinton said.
Clinton, in Chile for a hemispheric summit, said, "Now is a time to remember the
victims of Pol Pot's murderous reign of terror and to underscore our determination to
help the Cambodian people achieve a lasting peace based on respect for basic human
rights and democratic principles."
Hours after the first reports that 73year-old Pol Pot had died of an apparent
heart failure late Wednesday, State
Department spokesman James P. Rubin
noted that no American officials were in
the jungle, 275 yards from the Thai border,
where Pol Pot was said to have died.

"We have little hard information on
this subject," Rubin said, adding that an
autopsy would be helpful. Pol Pot was cremated Thursday without an autopsy.
Up to 2 million Cambodians, or about
25 percent of the Asian nation's population, were believed to have been killed
during Pol Pot's reign.
He had received some Western support, funneled through Thailand, before he
was toppled by Vietnam.
The State Department recently sought
to enlist China and other nations in arranging a war-crimes trial of Pol Pot.
Undersecretary Thomas Pickering went to
Beijing this month for consultations.
Rubin said the United States would
continue efforts to bring to justice the other
Cambodians who participated in the
bloody repression that took place two
decades ago.
Intellectuals, anti-Communists and others suspected of opposing Pol Pot's
attempt to convert Cambodia into an
agrarian society modeled on Maoist China,
were killed.
The Khmer Rouge had a collective leadership, and those responsible, along with
Pol Pot, for the executions "should be
brought to justice," Rubin said.
Several Khmer Rouge members serve
in the current Cambodian government,
with which the United States has diplomatic relations and provides limited
humanitarian assistance.
The Clinton administration has urged
Phnom Penh to permit all viewpoints to
participate in elections scheduled for July.
Specifically, the State Department is
seeking to reverse the exile of Prince
Norodom Ranariddh, the deposed co-premier.
"I am not sure we will have elections or
that they will be free and fair," Ranariddh
said earlier this month as he left for
Thailand.
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eadership

Education and Developing
Taylor 205

1.)

MARKETING SPECIALIST:
. .,..,,_
u
This position requires academic and practical experience in marketing, graphic design and ad/brochure
layout. The marketing specialist plays a critical role in the delivery of leadership programs and services
to JMU students through the design of creative and effective promotional campaigns. Applicants must
hold a minimum 3.0 GPA.

2.)

PROGRAM ASSISTANTS:
„
These positions are responsible for the management of, "Women and Leadership, bxplore and j&ey
Skills." These seven session workshop series are designed to build the leadership capacity ot all JMU
students. Applicants should demonstrate an understanding of leadership, have strong communication
and organization skills and be interested in service to the JMU community through the development
of leadership learning opportunities. Applicants must hold a minimum 3.0 GPA.

3.)

TEACHING ASSISTANT COORDINATOR:
This position will manage a group of 15-20 graduate and undergraduate leadership teaching assistants.
Complementing the efforts of Outrigger Peer Educators, this group of students will go into the classroom,
into student organizations and as a part of all LEAD series to teach, "What is Leadership?" Applicants
must have strong communication and organizational abilities, the desire to work behind the scenes and
a willingness to handle paper work and clerical tasks. Applicants must hold a minimum 3.0 GPA.

4.)

OFFICE MANAGER:
This position works in collaboration with other LEAD staff in support of LEAD programs and services.
Applicants must have strong organizational and writing skills, demonstrate a willingness to serve
through organizational and clerical support and a possess strong interpersonal skills. Applicants must
hold a 3.0 GPA.

*
5.)

SUMMER PROGRAM ASSISTANT:
This position plays a critical role in the transition from summer into fall through finalizing program
details, working on marketing pieces, corresponding with program faculty and participants and other
duties in support of LEAD. Applicants must demonstrate strong organizational skills, be an independent
thinker, possess a high work ethic and show enthusiasm for work in leadership.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
SUSAN SHIPLEY - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
MADISON LEADERSHIP CENTER, AT x3453
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IN BRIEF
Shady subject

Last year, sunglasses that cost mure than $30 brought in 63 percent of the industry's revenue.
Breakdown of sunglasses sales by price:

it Madison Marketing Association meeting, Zane
Showker Hall, rm. 108,6 p.m.
it Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: Celeste, x6887.

$31450

it Zirkle House Art Galleries opening "Freshman/
Sophomore Show," Zirkle House, 7 to 9 p.m.
* Visiting Scholars Program, Richard Seltzer, "The
Doctor as Writer," Anthony-Seeger Hall auditorium,
7p.m.

$100

it Speaker: Civil rights expert Linda Chavez, GraftonStovall Theatre, 7 p.m. Details: x6989.
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,
8-9 p.m. Details: Stephanie, x5560.

TUESDAY

Sources: i S.\ lodu), http:fhfww.oaklry.tom

THOMAS SC\LJUsenior artist

21

* EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,5 p.m.
it Young Democrats meeting, Maury Hall, rm. G-5,
7 p.m. Details: Carrie, breigcm.
it Pre-Law Society meeting, Maury Hall, rm. G-2,8 p.m.
Details: Shawn, 801-0326.

WEDNESDAY

22

it Phi Chi Theta Executive Council meeting, Zane
Showker Hall, rm. 108,5:30 p.m. Details: Dave, 433-7231.
it Fall '98 Student Teacher Orientation meeting, Burrus
Hall, rm. 44,6 to 7 p.m.
it Prayer and Praise, sponsored by InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship, Taylor Hall, rm. 405,7 p.m. Details: Susie,
x4075.
• Evening prayer, sponsored by Catholic Campus
Ministry, CCM House, 9:30 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059.

THURSDAY

23

• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305,5 p.m.
* Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center,
434-6822.
• Fall '98 Student Teacher Orientation meeting, Burrus
Hall, rm. 44,6 to 7 p.m.
♦ Visiting Scholars Program, Kalidou Sy,
"Contemporary Senalgalese Art Cultural Crossroads of
Three Continents," Warren Campus Center, Highlands
Room, 7 p.m.
• NAACP meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,7 p.m.
# Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ,
Harrisonburg Baptist Church, 7:45 p.m.
Send Duke Days information
fo writing
to.
JuHa LFflz,
assistant news editor,
The Breeze
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Deadlines Saturdays and Tuesdays at noon.
Items run on a space-available basis

Former hostages Anderson, Waite
plea for missionaries' safe return

Three-eyed, two-snouted pig may get
face lift from Pigs Without Partners

BOGOTA, Colombia — Five years after the kidnapping
of three American missionaries — men that U.S. and
Colombian officials have written off for dead — former
hostages Terry Anderson and Terry Waite say they
believe the men may still be alive.
On Thursday, joined by the abducted men's wives, the
two self-appointed envoys who endured years as
hostages in Lebanon, issued a humanitarian plea for the
release of David Mankins, Mark Rich and Richard
Tenenoff.
"We are here to end a situation that has become
pointless," Anderson told a news conference. "There is
nothing to be gained anymore. There is no possibility of
ransoms."
Anderson asked the kidnappers to contact him and
Waite. He also said that Colombia's Nobel Prize-winning
novelist, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, was working with
them.
Anderson spent nearly seven years as a hostage of proIranian guerrillas in Lebanon before his 1991 release.
Waite, a former Anglican church envoy, was held
captive for more than four years after being kidnapped in
Beirut in 1987 while trying to secure the release of
Anderson and other Western hostages.
"Let this independent international commission have
proof positive one way or another about these men,"
Waite said.
Anderson, an Associated Press correspondent when
kidnapped and now a journalism professor, said so far he
hasn't had contact with any Colombian rebel groups.
Mankins, Rich and Tenenoff were seized Jan. 31,1993.
— AP/newsfinder news service

LOS ANGELES — Ditto, the three-eyed, two-snouted
pig, may get a new look.
Pigs Without Partners, an animal-rescue group that
saved Ditto from being sold to a freak show, is looking for
a hospital to perform facial reconstructive surgery.
"We're getting X-rays on his head right now and are
sending those to hospitals to see if they will help," Rocky
More, the organization's executive director, said
Thursday.
"Any hospital that will do the surgery will do," she
said.
The deformed eight-month-old pig, originally called
Rudy, arrived in Los Angeles last week after PWP paid
Scott Vorwald of Marquette, Iowa, $5,000 for the Cyclops
look-alike and spent another $1,000 to ship him Federal
Express. The group hopes a "human hospital" will do the
work because the surgery is too unusual for a veterinarian
to handle, More said.
After Ditto arrived, the group welded a walker on
wheels for the pig because "he can only bunny hop
around," More said.
She also is looking for someone to design a helmet for
Ditto because "he tips over so easily."
Pigs Without Partners learned about Ditto's fate
through the Internet.
They spent most of the group's budget to save him from
the circus or the ax.
"We wanted to let him grow up to be a pig and not get
hounded,"she said.
Ditto will live with More until his surgery. Then he will
move in with a foster family, she said.
— AP/newsfinder news service
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Coming soon to The Breeze. . .

Supplement: A look at JMU President Ronald Carrier's tenure
Sports: Lacrosse vs. Georgetown University, April 22
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HOURS:
Mon-Fri
7:30a.m.-Mid.
Sat & Sun
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

MISTER CHIPS

PHONE:

M

ISTIR

568-3922

End of Semester
Specials

CHIPS

Candicopia
19 cent* per ounce

April 19-25
20% off selected
school supplies

12 pac1[ soda
$3.49

Selected Mylars
$1.59 each

JMU does it...

RflAW

April 19-22

Residence flail Appreciation Week

Payments made easy. We accept:
Cadi

lands

On campus Delivery
M-Fioa.m. -6 p.m.

o

3?-a-3HTA ar i

Whirileball Manager's Meeting! SiOOpm

^Wo^ii^ojq^cji^ ty ipment:

mi Formal

7:00pm

5lt
Backpacking Dolly
Sign-up Deadline:
Pre-Trip Meeting:
Trip dates: April

Sods Wilderness Area
April 21 - 5pm
April 21, 9:00-11:00pm
24-26

Feature

Price: $33.50

Roiierblade Clinic
4:30-5:30pm - meet outside UREC.
Instructed by Ski 4 Skate

trjr|jfruu exposed?.
exfrosedj

^\ £j>

Wed. April 22, 1998
8 p.m. Shenandoah Room

Proceeds benefiting
Boys and Girls Club

SS

have fun in the Sun
4:30-7:00pm interactive table in the Atrium

CPR-PR
Register by: April 22

a

Class Date: April 24, Noon-5:0!
5:00pm

liieguards

■>

;g; $8 per single
$12 per cou

now hiring lifeguards for the summer.
certification is required, call 8714

don't get sl-op-p^- -at—t&e
end ox the
semester ^1?.?.?,

Warren Box Office
Third Floor

.4\v>7HE-JUBEBg£ • Wl+fiMptitm W9# 9

Police Log _

Input

continued from page 3

Riding Mower Accident
• A JMU employee reported sustained
hip and lower back injuries when
theridng mower she was on lost traction
and fell into Newman Lake at 126 pm
April 14. The employee was transported
to Rockingham Memorial Hospital
Emergency Room.

continued from page 3

and development scheme," Speck
said. He paralleled it to an educational field of dreams.
"If you build it, they will
come," he said.
"We need a firm and committed leader, possibly not associated with the Carrier reign at all
and possibly from a non-academic field who can dispose of JMU's
bureaucracy without fear of the
administration's backlash," Speck
said.
"A leader who can win the
trust of Harrisonburg and who
can impose the sorely needed
discipline and responsibility
upon students who need to realize how fortunate they are to be

thieves after receiving a report that
subjects were also attempting to steal
signs on Driver Drive. The subjects fled.

Harrasment
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
harrassed indrviduals in a residence hall
at 8:00 am. April 16.
An investigation continues.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
an employee's pocketbook that
contained a wallet and an engagement
ring from an unsecured storage closet in
Market One between 12:30 and 1 p.m.
April 14. The estimated value of the
items is $1,200.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals atlegedy stote
a "Do Not Block" sign from WVPT-TV
between April 8 and 15. The sign is
valued at $509.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a vinyl pad covering from a tackling
dummy in Bridgeforth Stadium between
2 p.m. April 14 and 2 p.m. April 15. The
item is valued at $50.
• Unidentified individuals allegedry stole
three "no parking" signs on University
Boulevard at 5:43 a.m. April 15. An
officer reportedly observed three males
who fit the descriptions of the alleged

Mutual Aid Assist
• JMU police responded to a fight that
involved non-students at Howard
Johnson's at 8:30 p.m. April 16. Virginia
Alcohol Beverage Control agents also
aided in the incident.
The dispute reportedly ended before
police and agents arrived. JMU police
performed a walkthrough of the third
building at Howard Johnson's. No
subjects were found.

Recovered Artwork, Possibly
Stolen
• Artwork that belongs to an art
professor in Duke Hall was reportedly
discovered in a service room in Miller
Hall at 3:45 p.m. April 15.
The artwork had not been reported
stolen. It was only reported as found
property.
Number of drunk in public charges since
June 4:60

here in the first place," Speck
added.
William Wood, professor of
economics, expressed his
thoughts of the structure of the
presidential search.
"I'm concerned that the
search's structure might not
attract qualified candidates,"
Wood said. "You'll have to tell
them that they will be serving
along with the chancellor, the
previous president, until the year
2001. Someone of energy and
vision will not want to be sandwiched that way," he said.
J.J. Leary, professor of chemistry, said that he thinks it's
important for the president to

"have a vision that exceeds continuously having one or more
cranes on campus.
"What bothers me is that
while focusing on bricks and
mortar, the athletic programs, the
landscaping, and the PR
machine; the current administration has directed tens of millions
of dollars into bizarre programs
ranging from ISAT to General
Education," Leary said.
At the session's end, Berry
said he was pleased with the outcome.
"People were candid and
spoke their mind," he said. "They
gave us input to help in this
process."

situation they'll be lacking."
Gary McCoy, head of the
Black Student Alliance, said,
"Diversity on campus gives students a dose of reality. Without
diversity, there is a lack of understanding between different cultures."
On April 8, an international
dance festival was held in

Godwin Hall gymnasium.
"Stamp out the Hate," an ethnic styles fashion show, was held
on the commons April 10 and
attended by about 100 people.
Club Latino also held "Ortega
Night" in the PC Ballroom that
evening. Students were taught
Latin Dances, such as the Salsa,
free of charge.

Diversity

continued from page 2

have diversity — it enhances our
learning experiences. As Martin _
Luther King Jr. said, 'Our futures
are inextricably bound.'"
Davenport also stressed the
importance of diversity. "If main
streamers don't expose themselves to diversity then they will
be ignorant," he said. "When
they find themselves in a diverse

Hey News Writers!
It's still not too (ate to be the 1998*99 SGA Reported
Call Brad, Kafhervn or Julia at x6699 for more information.
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Warren
Post Office
12p.m._ 5p.m.
Explore
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Leadership
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Any student looking
to build on their
leadership capacity.
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Any Questions call the.Madison Leadership Center x6538
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You could be paying over
$300 in Utility Deposits!
Get a UDAP Contract for $20
CASH instead!
On Sale April 20 - 24 in the
Center for Off-Campus Living
M-F 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
You MUST be a full-time
student with NO HOLDS!
1 ifWii.!--
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T'heJ'M'U SchoolofMusic
jproucCCy presents

ur

tfie 'Madisonians"

Thursday, April 24 & Friday, April 25
Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.
From Broadway to the 80% this show will keep
your toes tappin'!
Tor tickets caffxzooo or visit the tfarrisvn (Box Office

The Division of Student Affairs
wishes to thank
all of our Support Staff
for their dedication and
caring attitude in providing
services to students, faculty,
parents and other staff.
We appreciate all you do!

onal Youth
ice Day
I 21,1998

If you haven't told your
family you're an
organ and tissue donor.
you're not.
To be an organ and tissue
donor, even if you've signed
something, you must tell your
family now so they can carry
out your decision later. For a
free brochure on how to talk
to your family, call
1-800-355-SHARE
Oman&>Tissue

Event: f/<***$^ E/a^et
At: CCMfW

Reservations
Required

Time: 6 - 9 ^
Key Note Speaker: &* CcfMU
Owner of the Little Grill
Sponsored by
Community Service Representatives

Proceeds 30 to Blue
Ridge Community
Food Bank

"A dramatization of the unequal
distribution of food & agricultural
resources around the world."
Please contact Hemal Jhaveri x5848 for
tickets and more information.

PHONE

568-8723

Speedo
Blowout Sale!
r%c o/ All regularly
Z*D /O
priced
{"Vpp swimwear and
sandals
PLUS...
Receive a free pair of Speedo
socks or Speedo water bottie with
a purchase of $20 or more! *
HOURS
MON. - FRI. 8 A.M. - 10 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
SUNDAY 1 P.M.- 10 P.M.
C«h ] | t heck."]
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Dart...
A "reorganize-your-files" dart to the SMAD
professor who misplaced my computer assignment
after I personally handed it to him before deadline.
Sent in by a student who doesn't appreciate having
to redo the assignment on account of your
shortcomings.

Pat...

JMU should rethink stadium
So JMU wants to build, a new 22,000-seat
How in the world can JMU reconcile buildfootball stadium. The new stadium ing a 22,000-seat stadium that could be
would have bigger weight training rooms expanded in the future to seat 40,000 when
than Bridgeforth Stadium and would have all there are more fans on the visiting side than
types of athletic support facilities for football the home side on some weekends? This isn't
"Field of Dreams" here folks: Just because you
players. It would also provide "fan friendly
amenities like better concession areas, Athletic build it, doesn't mean they will come.
JMU has $10 million in its athletic reserve it
Director Donald Lemish said in Thursday's
will use to build the stadium;
Breeze.
a,
Considering the type of
'This istl't "Field Of the other $15 million will be
expansion JMU has gone
^ raised from private gifts and
through, and continues to expe- DVBClitlS HCT6 folks: corporate
sponsorships,
rience, this type of project
,
Lemish said,
T
But there are other
seems right on the money. But
JUSt OeCUUSe X/OU
sports at JMU more worthy of
it's not. "Fan friendly" concestne money in the reserve
sions would definitely be a step
account — teams that have
up from what JMU currently
actually
won
NCAA
passes off as concession stands
at Bridgeforth.
Championships. More importantly, there are. a menagerie of
But JMU needs a new stadium like it needs a hole in the
problems at JMU that could be
head. Bridgeforth was just built in 1975, and it solved with private donations of $15 million,
hasn't yet failed in its purpose of giving peoBuilding a new stadium isn't going to magiple a place to sit for a Saturday afternoon foot- cally transform JMU into a "football" school
ball game. In addition, Bridgeforth is right in or catapult the Dukes into Division 1-A. The
the center of campus. Part of its attraction is administration should sit back and reanalyze
easy access. The proposed site of the new sta- its thinking and maybe save some money in
dium is the corner of Reservoir Street and the process. Actually, we should hold off
Interstate 81 — not exactly an easy venue to building a new football stadium until we can
get to, let alone park near. Despite at least fill the current one.
Bridgeforth's easy access, other than
Homecoming and Parents' Weekend, it's
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
board,
which consists of the editor, managing editor and
never full, or even half-full, for that matter.
opinion editor.
It's only a 12,500-seat stadium!

build it, doesen't
mean they will
come.

Courtney A. Crouiey . . . editor
Manny Rosa . . . managing editor
Kelly L. Hannon . . . opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no more
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be
delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the tight to edit for clarify and spaceThe opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this staff, or James Madison University.
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A "you-saved-my-life" pat to the wonderful girl
who found my wallet and returned it with everything
in it.
Sent in by a grateful, absent-minded student who
thought she 'd never see her credit card and keys
again.
^^
jflffm
A "way-to-celebrate-Earth Day" dart to the
students who uprooted our dogwood tree and
transplanted it on our porch.
Sent in by a group of housemates who think you
should know cutting down the state tree is illegal.

Pat...
A "fantastic-debut" pat to Tri-Delta for its
amazing performance and first-place win at Greek
Sing Thursday night.
Sent in by sorority women who were impressed
with the originality and enthusiasm the Tri-Delts
displayed.
.
fPtl!'t± ,,
A "rent-your-own-movie" dart to the amateur
cameraman who videotaped my boyfriend and I last
weekend.
Sent in by a student who thinks you should be
lucky you escaped before the police came.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-your-patience" pat to the Harrison
Hall lab assistant who helped me recover my
research paper.
Sent in by an embarrassed, but thankful student
who thought her hard work was lost forever.

Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and printed on a
space-available basis. Submissions are based upon one person's
opinion of a given situation, person or event and do not
necessarily reflect the truth.
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Econo-car turns out to be anything but
This is a cautionary tale. I went
through high school and three years
of college without owning a car. I
was, in fact, the last one in my circle of
friends to own one. When I did, I bought
it myself. It was last spring and I had chosen to spend my summer in the 'Burg, and
I was beginning to
work as a professional
in my chosen field.
I needed to be
mobile. I could avoid
what would become a
dreaded burden no
longer.
It hardly seemed a
burden at the time, of
course. I was excited
about getting a car. By early April of last
year, I had mapped out a summer's worth
of road trips I would finally be free to
take.
But rather than let my enthusiasm get
the better of me, I set about making a
smart shopper of myself, reading
Consumer Reports and checking blue-book
values of cars I saw for sale.
I solicited the aid of a man wiser and
more experienced than I — my father —
and we spent about a month's worth of
weekends searching for a reliable, affordable car that would suit me.
That last part requires some explanation. While I don't subscribe to the notion
that what we drive is an extension of our
personalities, I do know you can tell a lot
about a driver by his vehicle. For me,

choosing a car that wouldn't send the
wrong message was more a reductive
process than an active one.
I didn't want a car that screamed "student", the way that Neons and Civic
hatchbacks do. Those cars are polite and
passive. They beg you to affix training
wheels to their back bumpers.
I didn't want a
truck for God's sake:
nothing reeks of
male insecurity like
an eight-cylinder,
four-wheel drive
monster that you use
mainly to drive to
the gym and the
video store.
So I bought a Taurus, the people's car.
It was perfect: a God-fearing American
sedan with ample space for my six-footplus frame and the worldly possessions I
expect to have to carry with me from one
place to another.
It had four doors and a six-cylinder
engine so I could drive in the left-lane on
the highway. Beautiful.
It gets average-to-poor mileage, but
with gas at less man a buck a gallon, who
cares? The factory installed cassette player
(important for those road trips) is decent.
The car is a '95, two years young, which
was the last year before the redesign that
made the Taurus look like all new cars,
which is to say, a jellybean. Good, I like a
car with corners.
It had 42,000 miles on it when I bought

it, so I spent a little more than I planned to,
but what is the price of happiness? Behind
the wheel of my well-powered, not too
funny-looking, semi-gas-guzzling, masculinity-affirming, totally inconspicuous
everycar, I was a happy guy.
I loved my Taurus. I still love my
Taurus. But several months ago, I started
to love it the way you love a buddy from
high school who calls you up one day to
tell you he's accepted a promotion to
regional sales manager and marrying
someone you can't stand. Because that car,
so good to me last year when I traveled
this coast from Boston to Memphis, has
gone sour.
In January,it blew up. At 1 a.m., 15
miles from anywhere, on Interstate 66. On
my way to catch a plane to my grandfather's funeral, no less. With about 10 seconds warning from my gauges, the
engines began to smoke. I managed to
pull onto an exit ramp before it lost power.
My brother and I were stuck in the middle
of the night in a place where we weren't
about to go knocking on doors.
I thought that experience was pretty
scary until I found out what it was going
to cost to rebuild the engine of my car.
Blown gasket. Head work. Big money. But
we made it home. We even made our
flight.
The next time my car gave out, it was in
the early evening at a busy intersection. A
cop had arrived by the time I got back
from calling for a tow truck, and the whole
thing was curiously uninvolving. I got a

new fuel pump, followed by two entire
months of unfailing reliability.
But it happened again Friday. I was driving home for a doctor's appointment, and
when I got off the interstate and came to a
complete stop, my Taurus didn't want to
move again.
With great difficulty, I drove it a mile to
a parking lot. Saturday morning, a
mechanic told me I must have run over <
something on the highway that knocked
loose my transmission fluid line.
He fixed the leak, but the damage was
done. The repair bill this time could
approach $2,000.
I think I still love my Taurus. But now, I
love it the way you love a distant relative
who sells a family heirloom to buy heroin,
and thinks it's funny when he accidentally
wounds you with a starter pistol. You
know?
By the way, back in January, a passing
motorist stopped to pick up my brother
and I after only about 15 minutes.
Considering that we are two rather large
males, headed towards Washington, D.C
in the wee hours of the morning, this fact
perhaps argues in favor of the existence of
a benevolent God, despite the popularity
of chemical weapons, the Dave Matthews
Band and Ford Tauruses.
The guy was a nice fella, a real
Samaritan. He drove a four-wheel drive
pick-up.
Chris Klimek is a senior mass communications and English double major.

Professor evaluations should be available to students
Like every JMU student, I've completed professor
evaluations. I often look forward to the evaluations
as the only opportunity during the whole semester
to communicate my true feelings. I can express whether a
professor made a class amusing and enlightening or the
purest form of torture. I take the evaluations seriously, fill
them out with care, choose my words carefully and try
my hardest to fully explain my professor's strengths and
weaknesses.
I registered for classes last week, and never have I
wished I knew more about certain professors at that time.
Students have different priorities during registration, but
my biggest priority has always been to choose which professor to take for a particular class.
In my two years at JMU, I've had some incredibly gifted professors, and some that are clearly not cut out to
teach. After walking away from too many courses feeling
frustrated, confused and ignored, I've tried my hardest to
know about the quality of professors ahead of time by
asking around. During these times, being able to read a
student evaluation of a particular professor would be of
great help.
Unfortunately, student-written evaluations of professors are unavailable to students. This should be changed
to offer students a realistic probability of the professor's

OFF

instructional capability. Who better to read student evaluations of professors than students? Students have the right
to know which professors are truly going to teach them
and which are just going to regurgitate the text or waste
class time recounting irrelevant anecdotes. In addition, if
professors knew students could read the evaluations, it
would be a greater incentive for them to improve the quality of their teaching.
Poor professors have some common flaws that all students recognize. They're overly concerned with "getting
through all of the material" and resistant to questions that
may slow down the pace of the class, even if the answers
could potentially clarify a subject for more than one student. These professors have their priorities confused.
Without students to educate, professors would be out of
work. Therefore, a teacher's main concern should be educating each student to the best of their ability. Generally,
that means explaining material slowly and reviewing it
several times. If more professors would slow down for
students, they may find that evaluation scores and student
satisfaction would rise.
Poor professors also don't encourage student questions
enough. Most of the time, students need to be urged, not
just invited, to ask questions. Many are shy and self-conscious. Professors need to expect that students will have

questions they hesitate to ask and problems they need
clarified.
Poor professors also don't care about student
scores. Professors should strive to make sure no students
fail, not by curving grades, but by addressing failing students personally, outside of class. I get the impression a
lot of professors assume poor grades are entirely the students' fault. This is usually false. Professors have a special
responsibility to make sure a student's failing grades are
not because the professor isn't teaching well, but because
the student truly is apathetic or unintelligent.
Every professor should strive for a strong professorstudent rapport in the classroom. This is one of the main
things that will make both students and professors truly
successful.
It's my belief that most professors are unaware of mistakes they make when teaching. Students, on the other
hand, can detect such flaws immediately. For this reason,
student access to evaluations are a smart way to determine which professors are excellent and which are less
competent. It's a shame, however, that these insightful
evaluations aren't made available to people who would
benefit from them the most — students.
Caroline McNicholas is a sophomore English major.

Is hazing an initiation bonding rite that unites
sorority and fraternity pledges, or does is further
alienate them from their group? Why or why not?

Responses for and against should be typewritten and no longer
than 300 words. The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space. One entry from each viewpoint will be selected for
Thursday's issue. All responses should be received by 6 p.m.
Tuesday. Send, bring or e-mail all responses to:

The Breeze
G-l Anthony-Seeger
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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Nothing Says "I Love You" Like An
Arrangement From Artistic Florist!

WE DELIVER

David A. Tefneles, Jr., Esquire

\Htsttc

Attorney at Law

FLORIST

•DUI, drunk in public, underage possession of alcohol
• Traffic offenses
*
•Drug cases
• Sexual assault
•Honor axle & disciplinary hearings
•Personal injury & accidents

Classic design with an
iiiTisrii tl.iu by J.M I
alumni Curia VunlVIl

All major credit cards accepted
600 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
HARRISONBURG
(across from Costco)

433-3352
toll free 1-888-395-3082

Show someone you care, send them
one of our classic designs with an artistic flair!!
They're great for that special student, and you
couldn't send a better gift!

Watch what
happens when
13.000 pairs of eyes
see YOUR ad.

Breeze
l[S

MADISON

UNIVlUITt

For advertising rates call

#568-6127

434-8091

276 W. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA

Interested in Joining a
Sorority Next Fall?
C^me find Out" Al?0(d". . .
jmu sorority /f

ATTENTION
TOYOTA
OWNERS
and Other Japanese Imports
Now Open for Business
xXey

Import Se^.

Your TOYOTA Specialist0©
Over 25 years experience
Robby Groome 'David Pecor* Mike Davis

ASE Certified Master Technicians
Personal Quality Service
at Reasonable Prices

•15K, 30K & 60K
Scheduled
•Brake Work-Tune-

ups'Timing Belts
Repack Wheel
Bearings'All other

service and repair needs
1170 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg

(540)433-6051

Monday, April 20, 1998
Zane Showker G-5
6:00 p.m.

Hoars: 8-5 Mon-Fri

Rt. 42 North, mmxt to Neighbors Exxon

10% OFF
WITH JMU ID

Questions?
Call the Panhellenic Office at x7837.
J
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Brick Oven lays foundation for casual date

JEAN PHlLUPSON/staff photographer
Becki Witt (left) and Rick Witt (right), patrons of The Brick Oven, with their pizza. The Brick Oven is just the place if you crave good
food in a casual setting at a nominal price.

dently owned, with the only
other location in Charlottesville.
Settle said attention to detail set
contributing writer
The Brick Oven restaurants apart.
Many students often
"We like to have employees
complain
that
focus on table service, doing
Harrisonburg does
those extra little things that
not offer many good
guests may not notice, but turn
date spots for students. Stuart
their dinner into a good experiSettle, general manager of The
ence. We also have a unique
Brick Oven, wants to change all
product, well prepared and fresh,
that.
a lot of which we prepare right
"For a nice date or a nice night
here," Settle said.
out with a group, [The Brick
About half the Brick Oven
Oven] definitely fits the ^^
_ employees and a quarter of its
bill," Stuart, a JMU gradu«__,
.
.
guests are JMU students.
"We appeal to a wide range of
ate, said
We appeal to a wide
The menu pleases a
. . ._
.
folks here, from students to
wide variety of tastes, and range OjfolkS fiere, frOttl middle-aged professionals,
and we've even got a fair
the prices are affordable.
.
• in
i
Dinner for two usually students to middle-aged amount of senior citizens
here, too. We'd like to see
won't run more than $25.
.
,
_
yy
more students; we definitely
The Brick Oven offers spe- pWjeSSlOnalS . .
like the college crowd," Settle
cials for the tightest of colStuart Settle said.
lege budgets.
general manager. The Brick Oven
Waiting for a table doesSaturday night is date
n't usually run more than 10
night at the Oven, offering
to 20 minutes on the weekends,
dinner for two, including appe- selling point for the restaurant.
"When you come in, it's wide and doe'sn't exist during the
tizer, pasta entrees and dessert,
for $14.95. Monday night special- [open] — you can see the kitchen, week.
The atmosphere of The Brick
izes all-you-can-eat spaghetti for you can see the fire burning. We
cook in an unusual fashion, and Oven is fairly casual, most of the
$4.99.
Featured on the menu are piz- the uniqueness is one of the patrons wear jeans or khakis.
The presentation of the food is
zas, coming in 28 varieties with restaurant's draws," Settle said.
Also served are salads, sand- impressive, nicely garnished and
exotic toppings and names as
wiches, pasta entrees and cal- served on brightly-colored Santa
original as Spanky's sandwiches.
One can try the 'Tu'i Tonga," zones. The calzones are as popu- Fe-sryle plates (which somewhat
topped with grilled chicken, lar as the pizzas, and come in ten clash against the Italian feel of the
pineapple, cheddar cheese and different varieties. The servings restaurant).
Although a date spot, it lacks
bacon and served with a ranch are so big that one should plan to
in elements of a truly romantic
leave with a doggie bag.
sauce.
The Brick Oven is indepen- atmosphere. Music is noticeably
Also available is the "Suzy
by Jennifer Tola

absent, no tablecloths cover the
tables, and silverware comes
rolled in paper napkins.
"It's [The Brick Oven] not
exactly a romantic date spot, but
it is a good casual date spot,"
sophomore Jessica Waldeck said,
who's been there with her
boyfriend. "The lighting is a bit
bright and the tables are pretty
close together, but the food is
good and it's very affordable,"
Waldeck said
Junior Jim McGivney also
commented about the cramped
space at The Brick Oven. "Well, it
might be a little cramped, but it's
a nice place to spend the
evening," McGivney said.
In a town where students
need a nice place to go without
spending a fortune, The Brick
Oven accommodates quite well.
The atmosphere is friendly,
the food is good and their
Snickers cheesecake is the best
dessert ever made.
The Brick Oven is located at
1580 South Main St. (across from
Olde Mill Village apartments).
The Brick Oven is open from 11
a.m. to 10 p.m. on Monday to
Thursday and until 11 pm. on
Friday and Saturday. It is closed on
Sundays. Reservations are not
accepted.

Q," topped with bacon, pineapple, ham, onions and mozzarella.
Each pizza is named by its creator. The "Tu'i Tonga" was
named by its Samoan creator and
translates to "fit for the king,"
The "Suzy Q" was created by
Brick Oven owner John
Steedman and named for his
wife.
The pizzas are baked in a
wood oven run by burning hickory wood without any artificial
aids such as gas. The oven is a

JEAN VmLLlPSONIslaff photographer
Judd Berube, an employee at The Brick Oven, is seen here at
work. The oven is the highlight of the restaurant.
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Hours:

BOOKe/s

Monday & Tuesday
8:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday
ll:00a.m.-4p.m.

T€Xr BOOK'S
AVAiLA8i_£ ¥OR
MAY ff SU«AAA€R
^CSSiOHS I

20% off

General Books
JMU Clothing
& Gifts
Mugs
Candles
Soaps & Lotions

Textbook buyback resumes April 29.
Cash

[nil

Checks
—7Z\

Celebrate
Earth Week
Gardening, Nature and
Ecology Books

30% off
(excluding
textbooks)

Wilson Hall poster
T~?"D "f"7X3 w'tn any $~* purchase
r rv Hrl
Tues. & Wed.
(while quantities last)

20% Off

all golf supplies
• Bags
• Balls & tees
• Club covers
• Shirts
• Hats
• Towels
fore oil' you*
'' need4!

*-TT^

4
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Puddle Point" premiers at Grafton-Stovall
by Jacob Wascalus

contributing writer
Movie fanatics will be flocking to
Grafton-Stovall Theatre Monday, April 27
to watch the premiere of the student film,
"Puddle Point," a 15 to 20 minute film

following the quick rise and fall of a
talentless college-rock band.
When Chad (senior Dave Dalton) and
Joel (freshman Austin Bragg) decide to
form a rock band for reasons other than
the love of music, what ensues turns into a
hilarious, surprising and pathetic mess. Of
course, they want the requisite fame and

PHOTO COURTESY JACOB WASCALUS
Stevie, Joel, Moose and Chad, the characters of "Puddle Point" strut their stuff as
they mimic the popular Beatles photo.

fortune all rock stars have, and, of course,
they want the fun their notoriety will bring
them. But their real motivation remains
loyal to the one thing most important to
them their hormones; they want women.
"Oh shit!" Chad says while reading an issue
of Rolling Stone.
"What?" Joel says.
"Tommy Lee's nailing Pamela Anderson."
"So?"
"So? So he looks like ass."
"Yeah, well they can do that."
"What do you mean they can do that?"
Chad says.
"Rockstars can get anyone they want:
Tommy Lee and Pamela Anderson, Billy Joel
and Christy Brinkley, one of those damn
Blowfish and Jennifer Aniston."
Thus the inception of Puddle Point
occurs. The fact that they are talentless and
don't know more than three guitar chords
doesn't cross their minds. They feel the
rockstar image will bring them stardom.
Playing horrible music on stage doesn't
matter — merely being on stage is enough.
After recruiting Moose (senior Andy
Costello) to play drums (he really only
owns a drum set), the trio then advertise
for another guitarist. Enter Stevie (senior
Stevie Burkitt). As the only musician in the
band who can play a major scale on the
guitar, Stevie plays cheesy Glam-rock
guitar solos to lead all of their songs.
Although he turns their noise into
something remotely close to songs, the
music Puddle Point plays is earshudderingly bad.
JMU senior Meredith Bragg wrote and

directed "Puddle Point." With funding
from Gemini Entertainment, he, his cast
and his production team spent more than
200 hours filming and editing the movie.
"The production has been tedious, but
definitely well worth it," Bragg said.
"Without the help of others, there
would've been no way I could have made
this movie."
Sari Wiener, the film's production
manager, said"Overall, the production
went smoothly. 'Puddle Point' had fewer
problems than past productions, which
made the entire operation easier."
Besides the cameos of Kevin Smith,
Norm MacDonald and Wyclef Jean, Bragg
wants people to see "Puddle Point"
because it looks entertaining. He's
expecting many people to go, however,
because of the chance they might see
themselves.
"I wouldn't be surprised if the people
who were at Grafton-Stovall to hear Kevin
Smith speak decide to go," Bragg said. "I
went on stage before Smith's talk and
asked the audience to be in a scene in the
movie. Hundreds of people were there
and I panned the audience with the
camera."
Dave Dalton feels the movie will
succeed even without the possibility of
people seeing themselves. "The movie is
funny, there's no doubt about it," Dalton
said. "I would even go to other movies just
to see its trailer."
Although the film was intended to be in
see PUDDLE page 19

James Madison University
cordially invites you to

THE 1998

ftOCCO
FORUM
Featuring

Ms. Linda Chavez
on the topic
Check out a copy center

opy

^Centers
^5-CAMPUS LOCATIONS

Warren Hall Copy Center
Showker Hall Copy Center
Wilson Hall Copy Center
CISAT A-1 • CISAT Modular
CKI-CKCM

this week.
Full Color Copies
Invitations & Envelopes
17x22 Posters
Network Printing
Resumes
Graphic Service
and more.

CSE3

FLEX

Diversity and the American Dream
Please join us as James Madison University welcomes Linda Chavez,
president of the Center for Equal Opportunity in Washington, D.C.
Ms. Chavez is the author of Out of the Barrio: Toward a New Politics
of Hispanic Assimilation (Basic Books 1991). She writes a syndicated
column which appears in newspapers across the country and is a
contributor to many other publications, such as the Wall Street
Journal and the Washington Post. She appears regularly on
"The McLaughlin Group," "CNN & Co.," "To the Contrary" and
"The News Hour with Jim Lehrer."
Monday, April 20,1998
7:00 p.m.
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
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Improv leaves audience detached in July '74'
Theatre It's attempt at improvization produces underdeveloped characters in stories of Turkish Coup
by Cara Modisett
senior writer
In jazz, improvisation is built around chord changes
and time signatures. Musicians create melodies and
rhythms around a skeletal framework that provides both
a coherent form and limits against which to push. In
theatre, these limits are not so mathematical or precise,
but improvisation is just as much a challenge.

REVIEW
The 17 member cast of last week's Theatre II
performance "July 74" (directed by Maria Stylianou and
Jessica Wagner), though earnest, fell short of creating a
truly coherent improvisational piece.
Program notes informed the audience "the actors are
working from set characters and situations to take you
through a journey of feelings and emotions that are
genuine and pure and straight from their heart. They
have traveled this road to get here, now they want to take
you with them."
The play, set in Cyprus during a fascist military coup
on July 15,1974 and a Turkish invasion on July 20,1974,
combined three one-act plays by P. Ionnides - "Dry
Martini," "The Suitcase" and "Cousins."
In this production, Jennifer Simmons' set design
divided the stage into three platforms. The action and
dialogue alternated between scenes from the three oneacts, linked by music, dance, projected film clips and
slides in the background and a character known as "The
Voyager" (played by Bonnie Estes).
"Dry Martini," the story of a military company

abandoned by its officers, occupied the center of the
performance space, with a blank, paint-splattered surface
with a ham radio off to one side. "The Suitcase," which
narrated the experiences of a couple whose son left
voluntarily for the war and who must leave their home,
took place to stage right in a smaller area with table and
dresser. "Cousins" occupied stage left - a desk with
typewriter and a table and chairs where Major Grivas
planned his coup and his subordinate Antis made
decisions to betray his family.
This stage division eased transitions between scenes as
one story froze into tableau and tine next picked up where
it had left off. Lighting changes (designed by Paul
Frydrychowski) and music segues (including Ella
Fitzgerald and the Kronos String Quartet) helped shift the
audience's attention between conflicts.
Bonnie Estes as The Voyager and the Spirits (dancers)
framed the play with interludes that provided some
commentary. Estes displayed the best sense of dramatic .
timing among the ensemble members as she took on
different voices, reading a letter from a soldier to his
parents or speaking of the general anguish of the victims
of war.
The subject material of "July 74 "was violent, painful
and unreal. Unfortunately, cast members had only a
surface understanding of their characters' emotions and
situations, and as a result, the scenes were overburdened
with vague and clichecl dialogue.
The problem, in jazz terms, was the absence of chord
changes — structure — and the result was a glorified roleplay with little or no rational character development.
In "Dry Martini," the actors displayed tension and
edginess appropriate to their situation in an unstable war
zone, but the tension erupted into arguments which had
no apparent cause or motivation. In "Cousins," there was

no closeness to suggest a kinship between Phanos (Casey
Kaleba) and Antis (J.Smith) until the relationship was
revealed in dialogue, and so Antis.' betrayal and murder
of Phanos carried no emotional impact.
There were strong moments: Rob Wislon and Nehal
Joshi, as soldiers in "Dry Martini," had some extremely
well-timed-darkly comic moments. Robert Johanson's
Major was properly heartless and cynicaLjf stereotypical.
Dancers Stacy Powers, Jenny Banks, Hina Ansari and
Katie Sheperd worked well together though the
choreography — disconnected images of conflict, death,
prayer and love — was rarely unfocused as the narrative.
The multi-media presentations in the background
consisted mostly of vague images (film footage of soldiers
leaving for war, women nursing children and a few
instances of violence) with very little visual or emotional
impact
In one particularly strong moment, tine remaining four
soldiers of "Dry Martini," while awaiting death or
imprisonment, turned their guns on the audience. Strong
verbal and physical gestures such as this — rather than
lengthy, uncertain conversation and underdeveloped
emotional interchanges — would have communicated the
ironies and tragedies of the play's subject much more
successfully.
The play ended in a sort of mosaic, actors from all three
one-acts interjecting questions and statements. "Where is
everyone? ... I miss mother . .. Miracles can happen ...
I'm sorry .. . You're never alone ... there are those who
are lonely. The light of dawn will show..."
This grab-bag of emotions reflected the character of the
production as a whole: a desire on the part of the cast to
communicate the horrors and hopes of war, tangled up in
a disorganized multitude of half-formed stories,
emotional states and characters.
,
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Tuesday, April 21st
PC Ballroom
7:00 pm
With special guest speaker:

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up
for ROTC as a freshman
or sophomore, you can
catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid
five-week course in
leadership.
Apply now! You'll

develop the leadership
skills and self-confidence you need to
succeed in college and
beyond. And you may
qualify for advanced
officer training when
you return to campus
next fall.

DAVID S1QEL
Special Assistant to the
Ambassador of Israel
Speaking on the Mideast Peace Process
and Antisemitism at 8:30 p.m.

* Free* Free* Free* Free* Free* Free*Free* Free*

injy

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit Bridgeforth Stadium South, Rm 205
or call 568-6264 or (800) ROTC-JMU

Also: Israeli Food, Informational Displays, Info on trips to
Israel
Sponsored by: Hillel Counselor-ship
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►"Freshman and sophomore exhibits" Zirkle House Galleries April 20-30, Monday-Saturday, 7-9 p.m., free.
►"New Image Gallery Exhibit" Zirkle House — April 17-24,
Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., Friday and Saturday, noon-4 p.m.,
free.
►Belizbeha w/Phatness: TRAX Club, April 22,9 p.m., $5 at the
door.
>Soul Coughing: Squires Student Center, Virginia Tech, April 24,
9p.m., $8 for college students and $13 for general public.
>Spring Student Dance Concert: Godwin Studio Theatre/
Godwin 355, April 23-25, 8 p.m.
>Jaa Ensemble: Wilson Hall Auditorium — April 20,8 p.m., $2 at
door.
>-JMU Student Composers Recital: Anthony-Seeger Auditorium —
April 21, 8 p.m., free admission.
►Faculty recital, Bob Ashby, cello: Anthony-Seeger Auditorium —
April 22, 8 p.m., free admission.
►Faculty recital, In Dal Choi, baritone: Anthony-Seeger Auditorium
— April 23,8 p.m., free admission.
►Madisonians Homeshow: Wilson Hall Auditorium — April 24-25,
8 p.m., call x7000 for tickets.
►Spring Band Concert: Convocation Center, April 26, 3 p.m., $5
and $2 admission at the door.

►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "The Boxer," April 22-23, 7 p.m. and
9:30 p.m., $2., "Good Will Hunting," April 24-25, 7 p.m. and 9:30
p.m., $2., "The Sheltering Sky," April 26, 7:30 p.m., free.
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "City of Angels," "Lost in Space,"
"Titanic," "The Objectof My Affection." Shows $4 before 6 p.m.,
$6 after. Call 434-7107.
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Grease," "Mercury Rising," "Species 2,"
"Pauley," "The Odd Couple 2." $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after.
If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section; Gl AnthonySeeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Hamsonburg.VA 22807; include date, cost and location of the
event.

Puddle

continued from page 17

color, it will now be in black and white
because of technical reasons. "I don't want
people to think it's artsy-fartsy just because
it's in black and white," Bragg said. "It's
not. It's just pure comedy."
Three other films are tentatively scheduled to air the same night as "Puddle
Point" a parking documentary by Ted
Boyke, "Flickering Lights" by Kevin

Abadie, and "Bobby & Jake" by Eric
Dotson and Ryan Farris.
"The night should be very entertaining," Bragg said. "Be loud. Make lots of
noise.
"Puddle Point" will play at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission is $1. For more information about
"Puddle Point," visit the Gemini homepage at
/alcon.jmu. edu/~wienersm/gemini/

Fee Fi Fo Fum . . .
Writers wanted to
help us run . . .
To write for Style,
Call Vinita or
Jackie on X 3846.
MOUNTAIN
IIAHO
WEAfl
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tJ Wilderness Voyagers' 1998
Student "Parking Staff" Help Wanted
Fall Positions Available
APPLY NOW!
$5.40 - Starting hourly wage . . .
Great potential for advancement...
Need work on campus?
Work 10-15 hours a week?
Flexible scheduling opportunities?
Enjoy working outside?
If the above describes you, please contact:
The Parking Division
x6105 or email: yateswc@jmu.edu

KELT/

TfJST
DAY SAIF
^ Saturday, April 25th, 9am-7pm "*^
AS USUAL, OVER 50TENTS ON DISPLAY! (WEATHER PERMITTING)

TENTS....UP TO 50% OFF
SLEEPING BAGS....UP TO 40% OFF
BACKPACKS....UP TO 35% OFF
SELECTED SHELLS...UPTO 60% OFF
SELECTED BOOTS, BIRKEHSTOCKS
& SPORT SANDALS...UP TO 70% OFF

SELECTED
PRIMUS STOVES
ALL

20%

50% OFF
OUREHURCSIOCKOF...

GRAMMICCI
SHORTS QVEST TENTS

20%
CZ>f=R

WALRUS TENTN
DIAMOND BRAND TENTS

£ Clear Creek 20°bag.?!!'..$4995
ui Clear Creek 0abag.*!,..$69

GREGORY PACKS
15% off

Jtf (PLUS MORE GREAT DEALS ON BAGS)

y\s

flirts & sharta...50°/a ufff

derness
rs
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

1 544 E Market St. 434-7234

JMLAlNnr MORi ITEMS ON SALE!

SAL€ PRIC€S GOOD ALL W€€K! (APRIL 25-MAY 2)
Sale ortoejs afiply 'ohty 't6' Iterhs In stock
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Celebrating service and unity in the Greek community
Commentary by Jennifer Baker

Community Service

Bringing community service back to the focal point of
Greek Week was the main objective for this years celebration, according to Kim Doyle, Vice President of Greek
Week for Order of Omega, the all Greek honor society.
The JMU Greek community organized and participated in three large community service projects as part of
Greek Week. About 70 Greeks and JMU faculty and staff
members participated in 16 home-improvement projects
in the Northeast neighborhood of Harrisonburg.
"Volunteers did everything from fixing bathrooms or
roofs to cleaning out gutters," Doyle says.
Greek volunteers also planned two fun events for area
children. Tuesday afternoon they held a field day for the
children of the local Boys and Girls Club. Wednesday
afternoon, they sponsored a carnival for the pre schoolers
of the Roberta Webb Center.
Money was a'so raised for the local Boys and Girls
Club. During the week, Greeks held a penny war on the
Commons. Each Greek organization had a jar for donations and the organization that raised the most money
won points toward Greek Week. Kappa Sigma fraternity
also sponsored a car raffle with a portion of the proceeds
going to the Boys and Girls Club.
I or the Fraternities Kappa Delta Rho won first place
for having the most participation in the community service events. For the Sororities, Alpha Sigma Alpha took
the honor.

Greek Sing

More than 2,500 JMU students packed Godwin Hall's
rnnasium Thursday night to watch the annual Greek
'<mg. The three and a half hour program includi d every-

thing from the elaborately choreographed presentations
of the nine sororities, to the sometimes humorous, but
always entertaining antics of most of the fraternities.
All of the sororities put on detailed shows surrounding themes such as Sigma Kappa's "We're Money,"
Sigma Sigma Sigma's "Sigmanatomy," about body parts,
and "Delta Gamma's Rays," about the weather.
The fraternities programs showed more variety. Pi
Kappa Phi highly entertained the audience with a satirical version of the song, "Sex and Candy," replacing the
lyrics with their own humorous commentary of Greek
life. Sigma Chi also amused the audience with their
Michael Jackson program, "Heal the World."
The overall winners for the fraternity's programs were
a little more serious, but equally entertaining. First place
went to Kappa Alpha, second to Kappa Delta Roe, and
third to Alpha Kappa Lambda.
Kappa Alpha's program, "Stomp," included members
singing "Sweet Caroline," as well as members playing
unusual percussion instruments such as washboards and
pots.
Delta Delta Delta, JMU's newest sorority, was the
overall winner for the sororities while Sigma, Sigma,
Sigma placed second and Alpha Sigma Alpha took third.
Tri-Delta's theme was "Delta's Angels." Their program focused on heaven and hell.

Greek Awards

The Greek Awards Banquet held Monday night was
an opportunity to recognize accomplishments that
Greeks and JMU faculty make all year long. Greek organizations were honored for achieving excellence in categories such as campus involvement, rush, academic
achievement, risk management, and communih

Individual members of the Greek community and JMU
faculty were honored as well.
The Chapter of the year award for excellence in a
sorority went to Delta Gamma and the Chapter of the
year for a fraternity went to Alpha Kappa Lambda.
Outstanding Faculty Advisor was given to Jen Sowers
of Delta Gamma and Bijan Saadatmand of Sigma Chi.
Outstanding Senior Fraternity Member of the Year
went to Jeff Eggleston of Kappa Alpha, and Jessica
Steelberg of Zeta Tau Alpha and Amy Stanmyre of Sigma
Kappa tied for sorority senior of the year.
Keith Fletcher of Sigma Nu received the Outstanding
New Member Award for fraternities and Kathleen
Houser of Alpha Sigma Tau won for sororities.
Greek Man of the Year went to Hal Dillon of Sigma
Chi while Kim Doyle of Tri-Sigma received Greek
Woman of the Year.

Fun & Games

As always, the Greek Games and social events played
a large part in the Greek Week celebration. From food
eating contests to tricycle races to catching up with Greek
Alumni, there were plenty of opportunities for the Greek
community to come together.
The crest drawing contest was won by Zeta and
Alpha Chi Rho. Sigma Chi and Alpha Sigma Alpha took
lirst place in the apple eating contest. Tug-of-war was
won by Tri-Sigma and Kappa Alpha. Kappa Delta Rho
and Tri-Sigma took top honors in the food eating contest.
The obstacle course was won by Sigma Chi and Alpha
Sigma Tau. Zeta and Sigma Chi took first place in both
the basketball and volley ball tournaments.
The overall winner* of Greek Week will be in the next issue of
I
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PHOTOS BY DYLAN BOUCHERLE AND JEAN PHILLIPSON
(Clockwise front top left) (1) Members of Kappa Sigma, (left to right) Hal Yuill, Ben "Iron Horse" Kottke, sell
raffle tickets for a car. Part of the proceeds from the raffle will go to help support the local Boys and Girls Club.
(2) (left to right) Alpha Sigma Alpha sisters Beth Lindsay, Tara Hensow, Jen Raduez, Jen Taylor and Kim
Waletich, take a minute to pose outside their sorority house Saturday. (3) Amy Harrell sings for Sigma Sigma
Sigma during Greek Sing. Tri-Slgma placed second overall. (4) Junior Susie Ross of Tri-Sigma competes in the
sack race portion of the obstacle course Saturday during Greek Games. Sigma Chi and Alpha Sigma Tau took
first place In the obstacle course. (5) Sigma Chi performs its "Heal the World'' program at Greek Sing Thursday
night. Although Sigma Chi didn't place at Greek Sing it took home first place in basketball, volleyball and the
apple eating contest. (6) Conor Smith plays the violin and sings during Pi Kappa Alpha's performance at Greek
Sing.
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golden,
corral

LUNCH
BUFFET

Steaks, Bullet & Bakery

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

$4.99
For about the same price as a fast food
lunch, you can enjoy unlimited choices
like fried chicken, delicious pizza, fresh
salads, breads & scrumptious desserts.

1/2 lb.

SIRLOIN
STEAK

Anniversary $4.99

2335 East Market St. Just Past Valley Mall
Harrisonburg

Order this sizzling 1" thick steak' and
receive choice of potato or rice pilaf,
roll and a side salad.

Golden Corral. Almost too good to believe™.

Do you have
a story for
The Breeze?
Call x 6127
and give us
the scoop!

.1**

MADISON LEADERSHIP CENTER
LEADERSHIP EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
p«esewTS:

opeftATiow swite
WITH

OR S6M POllCR
TOeSOOY, OPRIC 21, 7:00 fl).
ISOT PIRST P100R CGCTOfte BOLL
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1998 CAA Championship Weekend
Top-seeded Loyola University edges JMUfor lacrosse title
Track and field —
L—- men's golf— #
— and tennid

The second-seeded Dukes
were edged out by top-seeded
Loyola University 8-7 Sunday in
the Championship Game of the
1998 CAA Championship.
The Greyhounds scored the
first four goals of the game,
including two by the CAA Player
of the Year, senior Erin Wylde.

cut the led to 8-5.
Martinez and Riley continued
to pour it on. Martinez scored
seventh goal of the tourna
with 3:22 left in the game
then brought the Duk
one goal of the Greyhq
a goal with 2:28 rema^B
Time was not on JMU's side
though. Loyola took possession
of the ball with two minutes left
and ran out the clock to earn their
fifth CAA title. M
Senior Kourtney Heavey, the
tournament MVP, made nine
saves for Loyola. Senior Kate
Brew stopped fl
s for the
Dukes.
II
JMU, last sM
CAA
champions, advance I to the
finals after defeating the third
seeded College of William &
Mary 14-13 on Saturday.
Martinez scored the game
winner for the Dukes with 3:50
left in sudden death overtime.
Martinez had scored with only 45
seconds left of overtime to tie the!
game at 13 and force the sudden
death period.

Martinez scored three time* in
all and also had three assists.
netted four goals and a9sistanother.
J^^ecTTTTrTI
win. A
Dukes easily won their
first-round gaoife.Versus the
Eagles of American University.
Riley scored four times in the
game. She-also added three
assists in the 19-4 pounding
Brew and freshman Jennifer
Corradini combined to make 11
gaves for the Dukes in the contes
Loyola recieved a bye in the
first round of the tournament.
They played George Mason
University Saturday, when the
ureyhounasaerea»d the Patriots

Haley, Ryba
lead JMU
track & field

JMU's men's and women's
track and field teams turned in
outstanding performances at the
CAA Championships
in
Williamsburg Saturday.
For the women's team, Junior
Zakiya Haley posted the best
time of her career and the third
The 10-5 Dukes will return fastest time in JMU history, 5536,
■kome to ■fcfe' Swffcctown in the 400-mejet run to capture
University Wednesday. Gamej first-place in the event.
Junior Bethany Eigel finished
time is 3:30 p.m. Three days later,
second
in the 3,000-meter race
JMU hosts the top-ranked
with
a
time
of 9:47.09. It was the
University of North '
sixth
fastest
time in JMU history.
The NCAA woman's
Eigel was followed by senior
tournament starts May 6.
Tracey Livengood, who finished
third (95654).
The Dukes' success continued
in the 5,000-meter event as sophomore Bridget Quenzer (17:39.94)
and freshman Carin Ward
(18:19.17) finished second and
fourth, respectively.
JMU's 1,600-meter relay squad
of Haley, sophomore Shontya
Bready, freshman Jamie Roberts
and sophomore Shaunah Saint
Cyr posted a time of 3:49.91 to
place second in the event.
In the high jump, the Dukes'
senior Kari Bonomo recorded a
jump of 5'4 1/2," which was
good for third- place.
Freshman Keisha Banks' time
of 2:11.60 in the 800-meter run
earned her third-place honors in
the event. Her time was the
fastest ever by a JMU freshman.
Eigel also finished third in the
1500-meter with a time of 4:32.65,
while JMU's 400-meter relay unit
of Haley, Saint Cyr and sophomores Marie Abbott and Seun
Augustus also finished third
(4750).
As a team, the Dukes' finished
fourth in the event with 80 points.
George Mason University won
the title with 179 points.
However, the team standings in
this meet are usually looked upon
as insignificant
On the men's side of the competition, UNC Wilmington
defended tiie title tftey won last
year. The Seahawks won five
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/p/iofo editor events en route to scoring 151.50
points. JMU finished fifth with 60
New JMU Hall of Fame members Sydney Beasley and Floretta Jackson pose with former
points.
basketball coach Sheila Moorman. Both Beasley and Jackson credited Moorman for their success
Senior Andy Ryba led the way

JMU freshman Michelle
Zurfluh and sophomore Jess
Marion each scored to narrow the
led to 4-2. Loyola responded with
two goals of their own and took a
6-2 advantage into the intermission.
The Dukes rallied in the second half. With.the score 8-3,
sophomore Julie Martinez netted
her first goal of the game at the
11:52 mark.
Junior Megan Riley, the
CAA's leading scorer, then
scored her first goal of the game
and ninth of the tournament to

Smile for the camera!

on the court at JMU.
"

*—

for the Dukes as he was victorious in the 110-meter hurdles.
Ryba posted a time of 1453.
Ryba also placed fourth in the
400-meter hurdles where he posted a time of 54.14.
In the 800-meter run, senior
Bucky Lassiter posted a time of
151.66 and finished second.
Senior Jason Alexander's time
of 14:32.% was good for second
place in the 5,000-meter event.
Senior Ryan Foster was fifth in
the race with a time of 1458.64.
JMU's duo of freshman
Michael Fox (9:14.85) and sophomore Scott Davis (9:19.35) finished fifth and sixth respectively
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase.
The Dukes' 4x100 meter relay
team of Henry Coleman, Lewis,
Darian Parker and Joe Boykin
placed second with a time of
42.09.

After two
rounds,
golf fifth
out of nine
At the CAA championships in
Richmond, the JMU men's golf
team was in fifth place out of
nine teams with a team score of
604 points. Third round results
were not available.
Steve Ligi was tied for eighth
glace after snooting a 148, while
tevid Mandulak was tied for
10th place with 149 points.

JMU tennis
makes early
exit at CAA's
Both of JMU's tennis teams
lost in the opening round of play
at the CAA championships. Both
squads fell to Old Domion
University.
The fifth-seeded women's
team battled ODU Friday. The
fourth-seeded Monarchs edged
the Dukes 5-3 despite the outstanding play of JMU freshman
Sheri Puppo.
ODU men's team defeated
JMU 4-1 Friday in Newpor|
News.
JMU's lone singles victory
came in the number three position, where sophomore Jamey
Elliot defeated Niclas Kohler.
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Black Diamond Savings Bank

s^^iM^gss*^gs^^%^^%^^>T

"Your Locally Owned and Operated Savings Bank
Where Neighbors are Helping Neighbors"

A Full Service Bank

«

"We would like to invite you to come
by or call us so that we may help you

There's still time to get your
Brooklyn's

K
m

PARTY PLATTER

1

IUI

with all your financial needs"

^Checking and Savings Accounts
Mike Estes
Assi. Vice Pies.
Branch Manager.

Graduation!

♦Certificate of Deposits
♦Individual Retirement Accounts
♦Personal Loans including New & Used
Auto,Vacation & Bill Consolidation

Kitty Purcell
Mortage Loan Officer

'#»2£&^#>$2£4^

We Want You to
Finish the Races...

* Home Mortages including
New Purchases, Refinances
* 90% Financing - No PMI
* 2 Hour Approval - Can use for prior approval
* 97% Financing with Higher Qualified Ratios

Gene Clatterbuck
Loan Officer

* Construction Financing Available

440 South Main St.Hamsonburg, VA

540-432-1777

website address: http://www.bdsb.com

Are you tired of:
1. Waking up to your roommates alarm?
2. Sharing a couch with 5 suitemates?
3. Sharing a bathroom with 17 hallmates?
4. Your RA?
5. Living on campus?

Madison Manor has a
cheap solution.
Rent a fully furnished 3-bedroom
condo or 4-bedroom townhouse for

ONLY $215 per person
Hurry, these are the last 2 units!
COLOUICU.
DANI^eR L.3

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

434-1173

a

That's why we've provided the following information to insure your race day enjoyment and
safety.
• You must be 21 years old to consume alcoholic
beverages.
• Indecent exposure will result in arrest. This carries
up to a $2500 fine, 12 months in jail, or both.
(Public facilities are provided)
• Stereos must be turned off while the
races are in progress.
• In the orange area, "21 Years Old Wrist
Bands" must be obtained and worn in
order to consume alcohol. Proper ID
required to receive the wrist band. All
persons consuming alcohol without it
will be carded.

The following offensive conduct
will not be tolerated
and will result in immediate
eviction or arrest.
• Public drunkenness
• Disorderly conduct
• The use of profanity and abusive conduct toward officials, private security,
or police.
• Destruction of property.
Enjoy the races and
thank you for your consideration.

Foxfield Races
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Diamond Dukes sweep Mason, move into third
by Gene Holson
contributing writer

After losing a JMU record seventh straight ball game to
Towson
University
on
Wednesday, 7-3, the Dukes
rebounded with a sweep of CAA
opponent George Mason (6-8 in
CAA, 17-21 overall) in a Saturday
doubleheader. The third game of
the series was rained out and will
not be made up.
The Dukes now stand at 2022, and are in sole possession of
third place with a 7-5 record in
thfc CAA. JMU is now even in the
loss column with The University
of Richmond (14-5 CAA) and is
four games back of first place
Virginia
Commonwealth
University (11-1).
JMU took the first game of
Saturday's twin bill, 9-1, on the
strength of a complete game victory by staff ace junior Aaron
Sams (8-3, 3.36 ERA). Sams
allowed only one run on six hits,
while striking out six. The complete game was the fifth of the
year for Sams, and his six K's
moved him into a tie with Tim
Bouch (Class of '97) for sixth
place on the JMU all-time list
with 181 career strikeouts.
The hard-throwing southpaw
was reported to have been
throwing 90 mph in the ninth

FILE PHOTO
Freshman outfielder Rich Thompson dives back into second base during the Dukes' home opener against Cleveland State University. The
Dukes swept George Mason University this weekend to move into sole possession of third place in the CAA.

inning. Sams has been nearly
unhittable recently, allowing only
two runs in his last 15 innings
and sporting a 1.97 ERA in his
last five outings.
The bats provided more than
enough support for Sams. Junior

catcher Bob Smoker had a big
game, going 2-3 with three RBIs.
Junior Greg White added his 54th
career double, tying Kevin
Nehring ('92-'95) for the all-time
JMU record.
"I'm real proud of the guys,"

Women of ^.JVIM.
Calendar
will be available

Today, April 20
Tomorrow, April 21
on the commons
&

Thursday, April 23
in Zane Showker Lobby

coach Spanky McFarland said.
"They didn't get discouraged
after the losing streak and had
bounce in their step."
In the second game, the
Dukes managed to pull out a
one run victory with a run in the

ninth inning of a game scheduled to go seven. The win gave
he Dukes a 2-2 record in extrainning games this season.
White got the start for JMU
see DUKES page 33

Jobs
Fantastic career opportunities in Washington, DC and the Virginia
suburbs, with Fortune 500 firms, Government Contractors, National
Associations and others. Immediate opportunities for Executive &
Administrative Assistants, Clerks, Customer Service Experts, Data
Entry Pros, Graphic Artists, Human Resource Assistants,
Receptionists, Secretaries & Production Word Processors. Many
Temp and Temp to Hire openings, too. Let us help you get a foot
in the door at your favorite firm, and earn from $21,000 to $32,000
when you get hired, or $7.25 to $12.00 hourly as a temp! Please
call for an immediate job interview NOW: 703-914-9100

GASKINS I

search
group

The Permanent Placement Experts

For orders and info., contact
Chip Penny of Doox Publishing
at 574-2852

m m mm mmm mm ■■ ■ mm m mmm m - mm mm »■ mm m
m mmmmmmmm-mm m m-m m m m-m mmm w» mmmm mmmmm
m m mmmmmmm-m m mmm mmm mmm. m m . * mmmm mmmmm
m mmm mmm
mmwm mm mm mmmmmmmw m w mmw m m

We place people first
Northern Virginia's premier permanent and temporary placement agencies

7700 Little River Turnpike, Suite 300, Annandale, VA 22003
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Irdlflduals looking for
supptemontat income without ;

Cdll anvtlme 471-fiG7l

Advertise in The Breeze classifieds.

mam

Cruise

DEADLINE:
Include* Taxes

#1 Sprtng Brej
Brfl 9

on Tuesday for Thursday issue,
CCRU, 433-37* noon on Friday for Monday issue.
Lowt*t prt-

:

$10 per column inch for boxed ads.

Earn $750 $.t.500/wk ■ Raiw ail

National DJ Connection - i

7 Nights Near Best Bare!
•3!

VISA

I'Funkhouser & Associates

1

don't believe
everything
you feel,

\ihe

Jamaic

s. No
■

TREAT DEHRESSldN

bars!
(800)234 I

$279

SERVIC

$2.00 for each additional 10 words

You'\f ' -en pulled froi ;he world you once
knew, fnere'sareasonforit. Its depression.
It's very prevalent. But its also very treatable.

Spring Brei
City
S921 7 n
I

JJT

Attention 8tu

Doctor erec

freeze

|«MI>

11 A l» I « x1*i

lr + Hotel ♦ Save

MAmsirisEBT
BAR &. CiRSLJ
Schedule for week of 4/20 - 4/25

Monday 4/20

Dinner and Dancing - AllNight

Choose any specialty sandwich on the menu and receive the appetizer of your
choice absolutely free! After 9 p.m. dance to the best mix of music anywhere!

"1 Cause of Suicide

http://www.save.org

Tuesday 4/21

FULL CIRCLE - Live

Wednesday 4/22

Elephant Boy - Live
Early show - 9 p.m.
only $4.00

Early show - 9 p.m.
only $3.00

"College Night"

Thursday 4/23

Just for you JMU students. The best mix of music
on the planet, spun to perfection by Megawatt Inc.,
D.C.'s & Virginia's #1 DJ service. NO COVER! See you at Mainstreet!

Friday 4/24

Modern Yesterday
with special guest E.B.O.

Saturday 4/2$ „

"Retro Saturday Night"

Classic 70's and 80's music along with all your favorite hits'
Dance till you drop!
"MAINSTREET ON THE MOVE" Speedy'Lunch! Anything on the menu on your table
_
in 15 minutes or less or it's FREE!!! Mon. - Fri. 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Great Food - Great Music - Great Place
Return this coupon and receive
See you at Mainstreet1
Mainstreet Bar & Grill
is perfectly
located at
!C..,,il. M.:.. i"i..
■•
i
.
-,.
:

^ ^ » .ii uuinuuivii l itu I l>l >| IL'L

[. & Dancing starts every night at 7:00 p.m.
please arrive early.
For more information call 432-9963
e-mail vour thoughts to:
MainStreel@MegaVVattInc.com

$1.00 off
our already incredible prices on

any 8" Deli Sub
Man.-gri-11 am-_3pm _

*4
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Encouraging signs abound at spring football game
f Seth Burton
jrts editor

The 1998 edition of the JMU
jtball team hit the showroom
(iturday afternoon at the annual
Ming game. While there is plen■ of time for a little tinkering
ider the hood before the season
Jegins Sept. 5, the Dukes
Ippeared ready to kick it into
igh gear as the offense defeated
ie defense, 23-16 at Bridgeforth
idium.
A relatively large crowd,
/hich included JMU President
tonald Carrier, watched as redjhirt sophomore quarterback
Sreg Maddox threw for 205
[yards and two touchdowns on
113-21 passing.
The offense scored by tradi| tional methods, while the defense
received one point for a defensive
stop and three points for a fumble recovery or interception.
"I'm very happy," JMU head
coach Alex Wood said. "We came
out today and were competitive.
It was back and forth with some
guys that we know can make
plays making some today."
That would include Maddox
and junior safety Tony Booth,
who led a recharged defense
with an interception in the first
half. The JMU defense, under the
reign of new defensive coordina-

FII.E PHOTO
Red-shirt sophomore Greg Maddox completes a pass during practice. Maddox threw for 205 yards
and two touchdowns in the Dukes' first spring game Saturday. .

tor Bob Fello, looked strong,
swarming Dukes runners at
every opportunity.
"Coach Fello's got them running around like mad-dogs,"
sophomore quarterback John
DeFilippo said. He's doing a
great job of getting guys in certain situations that they're good
at."
Wood was pleased with the

defensive as well, as they jumped
out to a quick 4-0 lead.
"I was encouraged by the way
[the defense] rallied to the ball,"
Wood said. "We were accomplishing what we wanted. Coach
Fello's getting done what he
wants to get done. There were
more guys on the line than we
could block."
Red-shirt freshman Thelonius

Cook recovered a Delvin Joyce
fumble and freshman safety
Anthony Little also grabbed an
interception.
While working tirelessly during the game, the defense
received no rest afterward, as
Fello had them running sprints
across the field once the final
whistle sounded.
After falling behind 4-0,

Maddox responded for the
offense with a 65-yard pass to
freshman Earnest Payton, who
made a number of spectacular
catches on the afternoon.
"When we called [Maddox's)
number, he performed for us,"
Wood said. "He did some good
things."
The Madison quarterbacks
didn't just have to put the ball in
the air to do good things, as the
Dukes had some success running
the ball.
West Virginia transfer sophomore running back Curtis Keaton
ran for 29 yards, but looked
explosive at times, while sophomore Wayne Bacon led the teairr
with 39 rushing yards.
"I thought [Keaton] was good
for the first all-out scrimmage,"
Wood said. "I'm sure he was
frustrated. He was expecting a little bit more I could tell by his
expressions, but he'll give us
more."
Once the second half began,
the offense seemed to move the
ball much better, as red-shirt
freshman quarterback Erik
Weinrich threw a 20-yard touchdown pass to sophomore Marcus
Griffin.
Griffin impressed today and
could be another slippery offensive weapon for the Dukes.
see FOOTBALL page 33
—*

price • Size • townhouse • garden • free utilities • fitness

Earn credits toward your degree .
. at Marymount University

MOVING TO
RICHMOND?
social

99
"AU.Sbest
value
in
the
South
\ewsA World Report America's Heal Colleges. 1998

size •

CALL

protfi

THE APARTMENT
^ LOCATOR^

• si^e

town

RICHMOND'S FREE LOCATOR SERVICE

-social

town

progr

Call for Information and your Free Map

(804) 329-6666
pl'Oftl

town

In Virginia (800) 542-3276
Nationwide (800) 368-7669
Fax (804)329-6698 £

programs •clubhouses •price • townhou

MAKE THE SUMMER COUNT!

social

SUMMER SESSIONS BEGIN MAY 11!
Additional classes begin June 22.
Courses for 38 undergraduate majors and 23 graduate degree
programs offered through the Schools of Arts and Sciences, Business
Administration, Education and Human Services, and Nursing
excellent faculty and small classes
evening and weekend classes available

e si/e

Talk with a faculty counselor to determine
the best courses to lake for your discipline.-

i.il

For more information, call (703) 284-1500.
!» SIZC

e-mail: admissions@marymount.edu
Web site: www.marymount.edu

iucial

• [arden • swimming

ntness facilities • social programs • schools • townhouse •

M MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
2807 N. Glebe Rd., Arlington, VA 22207-4299
an independent Catholic university emphasizing
excellence in leaching, attention to the individual,
and vahui ana ethics across the tftf i< uhtni

r~

<

I
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HAT'S RIGHT, EVERYTHING'S ON SALE!
EW & USED CDS, CASSETTES, BOOKS, POSTERS,
T-SHIRTS, VINYL, MUSIC ACCESSORIES & MORE!
SAU RUNS APRIL
..*-

♦-

2f

-APRIL

26

Kroger Shopping Center • 1790-96 E. Market St. 434-9999
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6
http://www.plan Pmusic.com

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! • CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC!

THE BREEZE
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SUMMER STORAGE
433-1234
Located in City Limits
Each unit 1 hour fire
City police and fire protection

MINI
STOIWT

Fenced and
well-lit
Close to JMU

Special Summer Rates for Students

Need Cash?
ATM Inside
place to get cash
24 Hours

190 E. Mosby Rd.
Harrisonburg

Self-Storage

29

V<

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

(1 block across from Dukes Plaza)

Making it easier everyday!If

Here's

the
Pitch!
'is looking for
SPORTS
WRITERS!

P
Best Brands

Best Values

•Asks
•Reebok
•Dexter
Fila
•New Balance
•Rockport
Timberland
•Over 24,000
•Athletic Apparel
pairs of shoes

Mike ——
Adidas

Best Prices In Town,

Best Brandt • Best Values

Rt. 11 South, past Dukes Plaza
Mon.- Sat. 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.,
Sun 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
(540) 574-4206

Bring in your JAC CARD
& receive 10% OFF
ALL regular
priced merchandise.

^

Luv Sports?
Writing?
Free Pizza?
Money?

Then
THE BREEZE
luvs you!
Get on the ball, go to
/ Anthony-Seeger \
and find out more
about becoming a
\ Sports Writer!
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r£5w
Student Sales
«£§ Associates Needed
•BOOKw For Fall Bookrush
Apply in person at the
customer service desk in
the JMU Bookstore if
interested in working
August through
mid-September. State
application and
completed fall schedule(s)
required. Be sure to
include exact dates
available to work
(beginning and ending
dates).
Deadline Date: April 24,1998
Contact: Stephanie McCormick 568-3909
Customer Service 568-6877

Congratulations JMU Seniors!
You've made it this far...
Let us help you make it even farther...
Whether you've got dreams to finance a new car
or need a place to deposit your new paycheck.
Commonwealth One is here to help with all your
financial needs- now and in the future.
Commonwealth One Information and Job Session
Warren Campus Center
Thursday, April 23,1998
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Get more information on our services,
apply for a Visa® card and learn about
employment opportunities with Commonwealth One.
V
V
V
V

13.9% APR Visa card
Visa Check Card
Savings accounts
Checking accounts

V
V
V
V

Car loans
Individual Retirement Accounts
PC loans
Home Equity loans/ Mortgages

Check out exciting employment opportunities
with one of the largest credit unions in the D.C. area!
Call 800/424-3334 or visit our table in Warren Campus Center on April 23.
CommoriWfealth One
Federal Credit Union

EXPERIENCE

Masoiu,
this
iSummer
Summer is the ideal time to experience the best that George Mason University has
to offer. And with more than 750 graduate and undergraduate courses, Mason
offers something for everyone.
Whether you're continuing your academic studies, accelerating a degree,
enhancing your professional abilities, or pursuing a personal interest, you can
accomplish your goals at Mason.
The 1998 Summer Term at Mason includes four sessions between May 18 and
August 6, with courses offered at many convenient times and locations.
For information on registering for summer courses, applying to a degree program,
or applying as an extended studies (nondegree) student, call (.703) 993-2343, send
a fax to (703) 993-4373, or visit our website at http://apollo.gmu.edu/summer.

http://www. cofcu. org
Your financial edge at JMU (and beyond)

SUMMER TERM 1998
• Day and evening classes
• Flexible scheduling patterns
• Register by telephone at (703) 993-4468
• On-campus housing, call (703) 993-2720
SUMMER TERM DATES
Session I:
May 18-June 19
Session II:
June 1-July 28
Session III:
July 6-August 6
Session IV:
Variable dates and times announced
by professor.

Look forward with confidence.

George Mason University
New Enrollee

Return Enrollee

Please send me a summer schedule of classes
Name:
Address:
State:

Zip:

Home Phone:

Office Phone:
Please fax or mail this coupon to:
George Mason University
Summer Term, MS SD1
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, Virginia 22030-4444
Phone: (703) 993-2343

Fax: (703)

Website: http://apollo.gmu.edu/summer

993-4373
JMU
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Club soccer captures second straight title
by Jonathan Lekstutis
contributing writer
Two weeks ago, the JMU women's club
soccer team got its kicks by easily handling
the field of competitors at the annual
Clemson University Soccer Tournament.
This is the second straight year the team

has entered the 12-team tournament, and
the second straight year they brought
home the title. JMU only allowed one goal
in this year's tourney as it easily cruised to
the championship.
According to sophomore sweeper Erin
Gilman (vice president of the team), the
women felt confident of their ability to win
the tournament. Gilman was correct; JMU

PHOTO COURTESY OF JENNIFER MASKELL
JMU's women's club soccer team poses with their new trophy after winning the
Clemson University Soccer Tournament for the second consecutive season.

easily won its bracket by beating Virginia
Tech 1-0, Georgia Tech 2-0, and UNCChapel Hill 3-1. According to Gilman, the
team started off a little slow, but after the
first game against Tech, the team was
ready to play.
Subsequently in the semi-finals, the
team handed last year's runner-up, Ohio
State University, a crushing 3-0 defeat.
"Beating Ohio State was special,"
sophomore forward Jenny Maskell said.
"Ohio State was the team that we had
beaten in the finals last year, so they really
wanted to be us, so beating them again
was nice."
According to Jen Chalsin, sophomore
fullback (and team president), Ohio State
came out with cheers and a high level of
emotion, so the game was very intense.
"They really wanted to beat us," Chalsin
said.
In the final, the team would have to
compete with UNC-Chapel Hill's second
team. JMU struggled a little, but came
away with a 1-0 victory and the title.
The tournament displayed JMU's excellent defensive skills. The one goal that was
scored against the team was on a controversial penalty shot.
Throughout the tourney, senior forward Paula Kelton stole the show offensively, coming up big when it counted and
contributing many key goals.
"We started off slow in the tournament," Maskell said. "But once we got into
our rhythm it was pretty tough to stop us."
Chalsin said, "We have two or three
people at each position that are really

::::

good." According to Chalsin, the team
took 18 of the 35 members of the squad to
the tournament.
The team practices four nights a week
on the turf field at UREC.
"You have to come to practice to be
able to play in the games," Maskell said.
"Though it is a club sport, there is a high
level of dedication needed to play."
Besides being teammates, the girls on
the team share a bond. Most girls play tor
fun, but really feel a Sense Of unity while
playing on the team.
According to Maskell, team members
often hang out together and usually have
mixers with the boy's club soccer team, so
there is a definite feeling of community
among the players.
Gilman said this sense of community is
strengthened because the team has to
arrange all the games and practices themselves.
Chalsin also emphasized the sense of
community among the players.
"Throughout the tournament, the boys
team was extremely helpful and supportive, it was really nice," Chalsin said.
As the year comes to a close, the team is
proud of its accomplishments and looks
forward to the fall season, which is the
most intense for the team. Maskell said
most games are played during the fall season and that's when most of the competition takes place.
For now, the team will just have to wait
and enjoy its second consecutive Clemson
University
Soccer
Tournament
Championship.

#%

.••I VA > 1221 Forest Hill Rd

574-3644
R0ADH00SE

Stable! Roots
Super Dope Thursday

2 D.J.'s Open Mike
Genre Live @ 10:30 p.m.
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YOU'RE GOING TO

REPORT El
$5
Per Story

For more
information
call Brad,
Katheryn or

Julia at
X6127
THINK AHEAD. APPLY TODAY." CALL l*800*CITIBANK
M A f I S O N

UNIVERSITY
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Football

Dukes.

continued from page 27

continued from page 25

"Last year we could never get it
rolling too much," junior tight end
Craig Aikens said. "We were dominated by defenses, especially our
own defense. This year we pulled it
out, got a lot stronger and more
experienced. We're doing a lot better."
Red-shirt freshman offensive
lineman Andy Bonham was named
the Most Improved Offensive
Player in the spring, while freshman defensive end Jonathan
Petrunak was recognized as the
Most Improved Defensive Player
by Wood at halftime.
Wood expressed some concern
that the offensive line wasn't as
"crisp" as it had been in practice
and that several receivers weren't
as "mentally tough" as they should
have been.
"Offensively we did very well,"
DeFilippo said. "Offense is going to

be one of our strong points this
year."
The most glaring chinks in
JMU'S armor were problems with
the punting game. Two mis-snaps
and a blocked punt will have the
Dukes placing extra emphasis on
special teams.
Once again, the Dukes begin
their season against a Division I-A
foe, this time ACC member the
University of Maryland in a Sept. 5
match-up at College Park.
The Dukes begin Atlantic 10
conference play Sept. 19 when they
host the defending conference
champion, Villanova University
Wildcats.
As a team that suffered from
youthful growing pains at times
last season, DeFilippo said it best as
the Dukes prepare to head out on
the road for the 1998 season. "We
have grown up so much"

and pitched seven innings, giving
up six runs while fanning seven.
"Greg [White] pitched real
well, which is really encouraging
going into the CAA tournament,"
McFarland said.
Junior Ryan New came in
from the bullpen to pick up the
win, pitching two scoreless
innings.
Offensively, junior Nate
Turner had a key two-run double
in the sixth. Kevin Razler had a
big game, going 3-4 with a double and a two-run homer, his fifth
of the year. Razler now leads the
Dukes with a .399 average. The
junior needs only one more hit to
reach 200 in his career. White
now has 209 and senior Corey
Hoch is only three away from the
plateau with 197.

The ninth inning was keyed
by a leadoff triple from freshman
Rich Thompson. He later scored
on a one-out passed ball, giving
the Dukes the victory.
"We hadn't really been hitting on all cylinders, so we knew
we had to snap out of it,"
Thompson said.
The close win was big for the
Dukes, as they had lost four onerun games during the losing skid.
Overall this season, the Diamond
Dukes are 5-8 in one-run ball
games.
"Hopefully we'll be able to
start rolling now and will peak at
the tournament," said senior left
fielder Chad Hartman, who had
a hit and two RBIs in the game.
"Spanky has been talking all year
about peaking at the right time,

and that's what we're hoping to
do."
In the 7-3 loss to Towson, the
Dukes gave up five unearned
runs, and committed three errors.
Sophomore Blair DeHart picked
up the loss (2-7), but struck out
seven, while allowing only two
earned runs over seven innings.
The difference was the seventh.,
in which Towson scored four
unearned runs on two errors by
the Dukes.
The Dukes will next play
Tuesday in Charlottesville
against the University of
Virginia. They will then return
home on Wednesday to again
face Towson, and will gear up
for their final home CAA series of
the season when they face UNCWilmington next weekend.

JMU Sports Hall of Fame

•
Class of 1996
Charles Haley
Carol Horton
Caroline Sinclair

Class of 1998
Brad Babcock
Sidney Beasley
Floretta Jackson
Linton Townes
Bernard Slayton

Class of 1994
Mendy Childress
Gary Clark
MariaGrosz-Pope
Challace McMillin

Class of 1995
Les Branich
Janet McCullough Gerard
Margaret Horn

Class of 1997
Dean Ehlers

Class of 1993
Pat Dosh
Ray Laroche
Dee McDonough
Susan Shreckhise Slater
Ron Stith

/
Class of 1992
L. Leotus Morrison
Scott Norwood

Class of 1989
Sherman Dillard
Christine Shelton

Class of 1991
George Toliver
Gracie VanDyck

Class of 1988
Mary Lou Carroll
Katherine Johnson
Althea Loose Johnston
Alan Mayer
Billy Sample

Class of 1990
Dorothy Harris
Robert Ryder

I

March special extended thru April!

u
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5% Off Drive-thru
oil change!
Plus FREE car wash!
W/ JMU ID
Expires April 30

• • •[
-

.

Daily Planet

* - • -W^vm
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College Night

1..

' • '. • ' •
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We feature a touchless automatic car wash
and 4 self-service bays ALL with warm water,
SPOT FREE rinse and heated floors.
Behind Valley Mall next to
MIDAS on Deyerle Avenue, just
off University Boulevard.

(540) 564-2625
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Behind this door lies the best
reason yet to sign a lease at
Olde Mill Village
for the 1998'99 school year...

...and it's almost open.
• Coming very soon:
The Big Announcement.
COLDUIGIX
BANKCR LI

HORSLEYAND
CONSTABLE

rs •

432 - 9502

THE BREEZE
Age 11982

Age 15,1990

Age 18.1993
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Travel Now! Travel Cheap!
Free Let's Qo Europe or Big Backpack Discount
with Railpass purchase
^_^
-The best Spring & Summer Airfares!
-Railpasses issued on the spot!
-Complete line of travel books,jg|ekpacks &. gear!
-Student/Hostel IDs, Passport photos & more!
-Expert advice on how to get "where you're going!
(Note: There are no agejmembership requirements to take
advantage of our great deals and expert advice!)

Elizabeth Suto.
Killed by a drunk driver on February 2 7,1994, on Bell Blvd.
in Cedar Park, Texas.

E!

If you don't stop your fnend from dnvingdrunk, who will? Do whatever it takes

A

IIOSTELUNC
INTERNATIONAL

We invented budget travel]

(202)783-4943

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Hostelling International
Travel
1108KS..NW
Washington D.C. 20005

Volunteers
Wanted
Healthy, non-smoking, male or female
volunteers are needed to participate in a

Flu Study
either
June 3-11 or June 12-20
Volunteers will be isolated in a Charlottesville
motel for the 9-day study period.
Qualified individuals who participate in
and complete the study will receive $1,400.00
For screening come to the JMU Health Center
Wednesday April 29,1998
between 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
i.j..:;.
,
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!

Tb Deaujwe* Cmiqm
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Where name brands don't have to cost a fortune

Call to find out how/ to
get paid for your clothes
A women's consignment shop specializing in today's fashions
20% OFF with this ad

CAROLYN R. BENNER

8 Pleasant Hill Road
Owner/Operator
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
574-0550
hours: Tues. ■ Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

^*.-

1
-J

Collegiate Sealers Inc. is currently
hiring students for outdoor work
in Northern Virginia. Earn up

>Z^^ to $8>000 this summer. Please
\\ call (703)471-1500 today to set

^*—-^/"l
J
-r^^
JV
, QOQ
V w
r.i '
hst. Ivors
^*

Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.

up a time to interview and join
our asphalt crews of college
students and recent college
graduates.

X

w*

Rent for the

1998 - '99 School Year
Student-friendly services including:

Roommate search
and

6 month lease agreements

433-0606
LUNCH BUFFET
MONDAY - FRIDAY
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

WITH PURCHASE
OF BEVERAGE

OPEN
HOUSE

Wednesday, April 22
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Hunters Ridge Communities
Condominiums & Townhouses
4 Bedrooms & 2 Baths
For more information call 434 -5150

ONE COUPON PER PERSON
NOT VALID FOR PARTIES

\
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Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugh
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Tuba Man \ Jason Hand
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30 W. Water St.
H arrisonburg, VA

433-9874

m^

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
TUESDAY NIGHTS
2 lbs of crab legs for the price ofl lb
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: 25c Oysters
*Wed. April 22-Rick Harris-10 p.m.
THURSDAY NIGHTS: Bucket Night
*Thurs. April 23-Live entertainment-10 p.m.^

Do you have time on
your hands?
We offer flexible schedules!
We need dependable people who communicate well
with a good aptitude for numbers. If you have a desire
to maintain a flexible but steady part-time schedule then
consider being part of our team. You must have reliable
transportation, own telephone and be 18-years-old.

$6.50 per hour to start
Paid training
Advancement opportunities
Advance scheduling
Medical benefits
Weekend work required

SUNDAYS: Brunch, 11 a.m.S p.m.
Prime Rib and Crab Le%s-2nds on us

MoNdAy ANCJ TuEsdAy
9 A.M . - 5 p M .
1 -800-684' 1 701

CAII

ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES
Harrisonburg's one and only RAW Bar.

RGIS

INVENTORY
SPECIALISTS
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Cosmic Bowling
Every Wed and Sun

YAMAHA

Save up to 40%
RXV990 List $1000

Home Theater
Receiver Sale

Sale $648
only at

RXV890 List $1000

Valley Lanes

Sale $598
RXV690 List $700

Sale $498
3106 S. Main St.

434-8721

2990 S Main Street, Harrisonburg • 434-4722
Stereo • Video • Car Audio • Musical Instnjments • PA • PA Rentals

MUSIC'N ,,
£SCX
ELECTRONICS *5 **«*r

Body Works Tattooing extends their ^fj
congratulations to aH 1998 college
^3^
graduates. In honor of this Important
"^O^
accomplish merit. Body Works Is Joining ^^^"
In the celebration by offering 15% off ^^V
any tattoo or body piercing
/""w
This offer is extended to all college pj
students!
K/A)
Celebration starts April 20th '98 and ^pfet
lasts until May 1st '98.College ID required.*^/)

Professional Nail Care
for Ladies & Gentlemen
1657 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
[in East Market Shopping Center

(540) 432-1899
Appointments available
Walk-ins welcome
Open 7 days
clip & save!

$2

OFF

For acrylic set
and acrylic fill-ins

Expires May 15, 1998

BODY WORKS
TATTOOING
66 E. MARKET ST.
HARRISONBURG, VA

540-433-2766

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management

3,4, or SBR unit* available Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc.. (540) 433-9576.

434-5150
How Renting For

1998-'99
Madlfon Manor - 2BRs, 2 bath*,
completely furnished, fireplace;
water, sewer included, one year
lease, available July 15. $310/ea.
43*8822.
University Placa - 3BRs, 2 baths,
completely furnished; water, sewer
included: room, private bath, $255;
snare bath, $235. 43*8822.
Cheap sublet available in large
apt. Call Greg at 574-4041.
JMU off-campus student houtlng4BR Hunter's Ridge townhouse
unit, living-dining rooms furnished,
$210/mo. rent, available August
•98. Call collect, (757)340fl993.
Two roommates needed for '98
99 school year. Call Carrie, 4345772.
Foxhlll townhomes - Singles &
doubles needed to fill existing &
new townhomes at Foxhill, JMU's
newest & largest off-campus
community. Extra large 4BR, 2 bath
townhomes, most with basement
storage. Call today, 432-5525!
Female roommate needed August. Hunter's Ridge, 4BR
townhouse. $240/mo. (540)3712552.
2BR double-wide on farm - 8 miles
west from JMU. $365/mo. All
utilities included. 234-9781.
4-S8R first floor duplex - Originally
an old church renovated in 1996.
10' ceilings. Two full baths. Large
eat-in kitchen. Laundry room with
W/D. Ceiling fans, two phone lines
& cable hookups in all BRs.
$920/mo. includes water. (540)
564-2659.
www.castleproperty.com.
4BR, 2 bathe, L/R. D/R, kitchenLocated at Cantrell Bridge.
$720/mo.. water furnished. Call
434-1847.

School Year
Hunter's Ridge
SBR, 3 bath loft condol
(270/person/mo. Includes
water, sewer & trash removal.
2BR, 1 bath condo.
S300/person/mo. Includes
water, sewer A trash removal.

*shby Crossing - May or Summer
sublet. Super clean, furnished,
pool & clubhouse priviledges! Rent
$250/negotiable! Call Michelle,
434-3192.
Coma live with Kelly, Jodl ft
Sharonl One girl needed for
Madison Manor townhouse. $170
Call Kelly, 574-2885.
Sublet - One person. Commons.
June 8-July 31. $210/mo. Call
574-2696.
Hunters Ridge - 4BR condo for
'98-'99. $190/BR. 298*984.

University Place
4BR, 2 bath units.
S230/BR/mo. for a 10.5 mo.
lease ft $215/BR/mo. for a
11.5 mo. lease.

Two female roommates needed Rent $200. Contact Monica, 4335699.

Gingerbread House
4BR, 1 bath. S980/mo. Includes
neat, water, sewer & trash
removal.

Two BR double-wide trailer - On
horse farm 8 miles from JMU.
Available August thru end of
school. $365/mo. includes all
utilities. 234-9781.

Madison Manor
3BR, 2 bath furnished apt. with
fireplace. S600/mo. Includes
water, sewer & trash removal.

Inexpensive, spacious, furnished 3BR. U-Place, 6/5/98-8/1/98!
Call 432-1494.

38R, 1.5 baths, unfurnished.
S675/mo.

Commons - Sublease. 2RMs
available. May-August. Male or
female. $200/obo. Call Howard or
Melissa. 434-5878.

3BR, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$650/mo. Includes water, sewer
* trash removal.
2BR, 1 bath, unfurnished unit.
$480/mo. Includes water, sewer
& trash removal.

Funkhouser &
Associates

Hunter's
Ridge
Condos

FOR SALE
Tee Shirts - Just $1.00 each. Gift
& Thrift, 227 N. Main St
Homebrewlng equipment ft
supplies- 52 E. Market St.,
downtown. 432-6799.
Loft plus side table - Asking $60,
negotiable. Call 568 4985
'87 VW Cabrolet convertible Red; 87,000 miles, mint condition.
Also, giant mountain bike for sale,
16- frame. 433-7879 or 4340571.
Computer - Monitor, keyboard,
hard-drive, mouse, software
included. Call Amoz, 432-1858.

Summer employment - Child
care. ChildCare Connection will
connect you with parents in the
Harrisonburg area who want to
hire you to care for their schoolages children this summer. Call
433-4531 or stop by our office in
the basement of the Wine-Price
Building Monday 9a.m.-7 p.m..
Tuesday-Thursday. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
to register.
Summer child care - Full-time,
M-F, in my Annandale, VA home
for 15 & 12 year old children.
Must be caring, non-smoker. Own
car. References. (703) 323-7990,
leave message.
Earn up to $500/wk assembling
products at home. No experience.
Info. (504)646-1700, Dept. VA
4806.
James Madlaon University
students wanted - Free housing,
travel & food! SCA is seeking
adventurers for our 12-week,
expense
paid
internships.
Training & field experience
provided, college credits possible.
Contribute to the conservation of
our nation's wild & scenic areas!
For an application & more info
contact The Student Conservation
Assoc. PO Box 550, Charlestown,
NH 036030550 or call (603)5431700 or e-mail your address to
internships0sca-inc.org.
Landacaper's helper - Can
accomodate summer classes,
must have driver's license, ability
to drive a 4-speed. 433-3395.
Available now.
Advance Auto Parts - Cashiers &
Parts Sales needed. Apply in
person at South Main St. location
or call 434-3681, ask for Richard.
Summer Jobs - Charlottesville,
Northern
Virginia.
College
students, work with people your
own age. Local & long distance
moving, $6.50-$9/hr. Training,
bonus. Student Services Moving
Co. (800)766*831.

1998-99
School Year
10 Month leases
$225 per bedroom
4 Bedrooms
2 Baths

Burton A-Oeck snowboard - Two
pairs boots, Burton bindings,
$300/all. Yamaha MT-120 4-track.
$250. Digitech RP-6 effects
processor, $200. 434-5070.

434-5150

HELP WANTED

May/Summer subleaae - New
Ashby, pool, not tub, computer lab,
basketball, tennis courts, gym,
pool tables, furnished, $225/mo.
negotiable. 801-8249, Rachael.

May 4/or Summer session - Room
& board in Old Towne Harrisonburg
in exchange for assistance with odd
jobs, home improvement. 4320831.

Sl.SOO/weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free info. Call
(202)452-5940.

Want to have aome fun this
summer? The Virginia Elks' Youth
Camp has positions available for
male & female counselors & first
aid staff. A resident camp located
outside Clifton Forge. VA operates
boys' camp from June 16-July 18.
Girls' camp, July 18-August 8.
Many great outdoor activities
including swimming, fishing &
tubing
on
the
beautiful
Cowpasture River. Each Saturday
is staff day off. Salary, room &
board. Write Camp Director. HCR
04, Box 69A. Millboro, VA 24460.

Summer sublease - 1, 2 or 3RMs
available for May, June or July.
Olde Mill, third floor, furnished,
water included, $200/mo. Very
nice apt., very cool roommate. Girls
only. 432-6414.

Summer sublet - In Ashby Crossing.
Call Melissa B. at 433-9006.

Summer employment - Need
dependable people for packing &
loading household goods. Long
hours, will train. Pullen Moving
Company, 15461 Farm Creek Dr..
Woodbridge. VA. (703)494-8100.

Dance Instructor positions
available - Fall/Spring '98'99
Ballet. Tap. Jazz. Modern,
Ballroom or other varietal dance
forms. Experience preferred. Call
433-7127.

Shenandoah River Outfitters is
hiring energetic, out-going summer
cooks, drivers, camp attendants.
(540)743-4159.

Child care givers needed - May
25-30. P-T. Call 433-7127.

Room - Summer/Fall. Near JMU.
Private entrance/bath. $185/mo.
434-2812.
Summer sublease - New Ashby
Crossing. Available May-August.
Call Kerry or Melissa at 434-3216.
38R house - W/D, good condition.
August 17, no pets, $675. 4331569.

Cheap summer sublet - The
Commons. 4RMs available. Call
4343961.
Attention May Graduates! JMU
Alum seeks female to share her
NoVa. townhome. Location is
accessible to the Metro. Room will
be available on May 15. Rent is
$450 + 1/2 of the utilities. If
interested, please call (703)9717165.

Quiet female student looking for
quiet female student to rent room,
only $175/mo. Call 433«887, after
4p.m., ask (or Lora.
Need
apt.
June-August?
Reasonable rent. Call Jason, 4326374.
Two roommates wanted - For '98'99 school year for townhouse in
Madison Manor. Rent is $200/mo.
♦ utilities. Male or female, pets ok.
Call 432-0934.
Summer sublet - June, July, August.
3RMs, Ashby Crossing. 434-4990.

Sublet Madison Manor! Cathedral
ceilings, pool, 1 or 2BRs available.
Call 574-2885. ask for Kelly.
Willing to bargain!

Sublet Ashby - 2BRs available May
August. Call Mary, 432-6991.
Sublease™ needed for 2BR apt. -

Sublet - Forest Hills, 1BR, June &
July, furnished, $150/mo. Carrie,
574-0831.

Mason St. Three blocks from
campus. Negotiable rent. Call 8010219 anytime1

1991 Ford Taurus GL - Loaded;
79.000 miles, excellent condition.
433€672.

Lifeguards! Now hiring all
positions, NoVa areas. Training
available, full & pan-time. Top pay!
Call Kerri, (800) 966-2500.
Earn up to $2,000 - Part-time in
just 4-8 wks. Memolink needs 1
highly motivated individual to direct
its summer sales/marketing
project at JMU. Contact Peter at
(888)509-6313.
Lifeguards needed - Must be at
least 16 yrs old. Lifeguard class
available. Pick up applications at
Timberville Town office. 896-7058.

Theatre & dance production crew
members - May 25-30. Paying
positions, great experience. Call
433-7127.
Life Guarda - Needed for
summer, flexible schedule, fulltime/part-time, must hold current
certification; Operations/Grounds
Assistant, part-time, flexible
schedule, weekends & some
evenings required, must be able
to lift 50 lbs.; Overnight Front
Desk Clerk, part-time, weekdays,
9p.m.-9a.m. Apply in person for
any of the above positions at
Massanetta Springs Conference
Center. EOE. 434-3829.
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Vistagraphics. an advertising, publishing
& graphics company seeks Customer
Service Representative. Entry level
position leading to sales as Account
Executive for the right Individual.
Qualified candidate will be motivated.
self-starter with good communication
skills. No experience necessary 4 year
degree in advertising or marketing a
plus Starting salary $22,000 plus
benefits. Please send resume to
VistaGraphics Inc., 1724 Virginia Beach
Blvd.. Suite 108. Virginia Beach, VA
23454. Altn: Sales Manager

Vacation/Receptionist
$1000 to start
New College Grads
Trying to land that first career
position?
Want to earn $3O$55,000 your
first year?
Want to have unlimited earning
potential?
Want to try to stay in local area?
Try us! Great Eastern Resort Corp.
You be the judge!
Call for your interview
4 Positions Open
Wendy Brooks,
/

28*6363.
UREC
Now hiring Lifeguards for
Summer!
S6.15/hr.
Lifeguard training, first aid, ft
CPR required.
Please stop by UREC Welcome
desk for an application
or call x8714.
Career
opportunity
Commonwealth One Federal Credit
Union is seeking an Account
Executive to work in Alexandria,
VA. The successful applicant will
be responsible for expanding &
retaining member relationships,
identifying sales opportunities &
cross-selling additional products &
services. Extensive phone work
required; communication &
marketing background a plus.
Salary ♦ commission, excellent
benefits. Fax or mail resume &
cover letter to Human Resources,
PO Box 9997, Alexandria. VA
223040797. Fax. (703)82^6530.
No phone calls please.
Child Care - For fun 2 & 8 yr. old
girls in faculty home. Begin May 1August & next year. Experiences &
referenced only. Car needed.
Housework, 5 hr. days. M-F,
flexible hrs. 433-1563.
Students wanted - For jobs In
'Burg. $6.50/hr. easy work
outdoors or inside. Jobs available
now thru summer. Call Angela,
433-9033.
Sates people needed - Up to
$15/sale. Call Pete, x4449, leave
message.
Gymnastics
Instructors
Harrisonburg Parks & Recreation is
seeking gymnastics instructors for
May/June & June-August evening
classes. Approximately 6hr/wk at
$6/hr. Call 433-9168 for more info.
Lifeguards ft pool operators needed
in Fairfax County & Prince William
County. Call Carissa. (703)6314475.
Tuition Painters - Hiring for summer
jobs in the 'Burg, $7-$ll/hr. Call
568-1853 (not x).
Swim instructors needed - For
children's lesson program during
May, June & July. Experience &
references required. WSI preferred.
Submit name, qualifications & three
references to Swim School, Godwin
Hall, MSC 2301, JMU.

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Our DJs
ROCK Melrose, Formals, Parties!
4330360.
Llfeguerd Certification course
offered by Shenandoah Valley Swim
School. Course dates; May 8-10 &
May 15 & 16. Course fees: $135. If
interested, contact Rosetta Harris in
Godwin 207. Must have payment to
hold spot in class
NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities A workat-home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau
Inc., at 1-800-533-5501.

WANTED
Wanted - Cars for parts. 867-5871.

PERSONALS
Adoption: Loving couple, wishes
to adopt infant. Happy, secure
home with full-time mom. We can
help each other. Please call Diane
and Joe at home 1-800-579-1860
Donate your vehicle to charity Tax deductible Charity Foundation,
Inc. (540)432-6653.
Dance contest - $500 cash &
prizes. Cadilac Ranch. (304)2495068 for details.
Adoption - A caring couple wishes
to adopt infant. We will give your
baby a loving, happy & secure
home with full-time Mom. Please
call Cathy & Mike at (800)258
3948.

Senior Week Is coming.
Four Days
Five Events
Your final week as an undergrade.
The celebration Is about to
begin...

The Institute of
Technical & Scientific
Communication
Recognizes
Interim Director,
Marllou Johnson
1997-1998 Student
Publications Group
TSC Majors, Minors &
Graduate Students
Thank you for your hard
work & dedication. You
have made our first
year a great one!
The Institute of
Technical & Scientific
Communication
Congratulates
1997-1998 Outstanding
Graduate Student
Kirk R. St.Amant
1997-1998 Outstanding
Undergraduate Student
David M. Ahearn

COMING to The Breeze April 23 ...
A retrospective look at JMUpresident Ronald Carrier rs
tenure in a commemorative supplement.
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